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ÀBSTRå,CT

To dat.e, husbands' needs for information and support

during the cancer illness have been understudied. The

purpose of this study was to pilot Lest a tool to measure

the informat.ion needs of husbands of newly diagnosed

breasL cancer patients and identify the extent to which

their needs \Ä¡ere met. McCubbin and PaLterson's Double

ABcx Model was applied as the conceptual framework for

the study. A two-phase descriptive survey was undertaken

to refine and t.est a version of Lhe Family Inventory of

Needs Scale modified to assess the information needs of

husbands (FIN-Husband).

participants.

Data was collect,ed from 84

In the first phase of the study, six husbands

assessed the FrN-H and provided feedback on the tool's

clarity, internal consistency, and cont'ent validity.

The second phase formally assessed the psychomet'ric

properties of the FIN-H (time 1 and 2) . Descriptive

statistics and correlation analysis were used to describe

the sample and assess the items on the needs scale.

Internal consistency estimates, measured by Cronbach's

standardized alpha coefficients were .9t at test time 1-

and .93 at test time 2. "Needs" subscale and "Needs Met"

subscale had test-ret.est correlations of .82 and .76.

Exploratory factor analysis suggests that the rrNeeds'r

subscale actually consists of 5 factors.



Results of this st.udy provided the researcher with

a profile of husbands' most and least important

information needs. rnformation needs did not vary with

demographic characteristics. Husbands's age and woman's

clinical st.age of disease were related t.o the total

number of informat.ion needs, while husband's education

and t,he number of breast cancer surgeries undergone by

the wife were related to the number of unmet. needs.

Analysis of demographic variables provided a profile of

those husbands at greaLest risk of not having their needs

met..

rn order to assess the degree to which coping style

influenced perceived needs and having these needs met,

husbands also completed the Miller Behavioral Style Scale

(¡,1BSS) . This analysis indicated t.hat husbands who used a

blunting coping strategy perceived that fewer of their

needs were met. Based on Ehe findings of the study,

implicat.ions for nursing practice and future research

wilI be addressed.
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Problem Statement

C}IAPTER I

STÀTEMEMI OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

Cancer poses enormous physical and psychological

challenges from the moment it. is first suspected (Oberst

& James, 1985) . According t.o Singer (1983) , realistic as

well as unrealistic stresses and fears are aroused, which

can overwhelm the individuals who must cope with them.

The diagnosis of cancer disrupts t.he lives of f amily

members just as it does the patient. The patient. and

family must cope with marked changes in the family

structure, feelings of isolation and loneliness,

helplessness, and dependence on others. Thís in turn

creates fear, and may actually polent.iale a crisis for

the family (Lewis, 1986).

In 1995, breast cancer remains the most common

cancer among Canadian women (Canadian Cancer StatisLics,

1-995) . The incidence of this disease continues to rise

in Canada, and this year will account for 30cb (l-7,700) of

all new cases of cancer in women, and L9% (5,400) of

cancer deaths in this population (canadian cancer

Statistics, 1995).
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Although research is beginning to address Lhe

concerns of \^¡omen with breast cancer, few studies have

focused on famílies, and in particular husbands of women

recently diagnosed with breast. cancer. The goal of this

research was to develop and test a tool to measure the

information needs of husbands of women with breast

cancer. The research problem chosen, the purpose of Lhe

study, and the significance of the research will be

addressed in this chapter.

Research Problem

Breast cancer is an overwhelminq diagnosis for any

famj-ly, and according to Hinds (1985), it has an impact

on the entire family unit. For a married woman who has

been newly diagnosed wilh breasL cancer, her husband is

the most coÍìmonly reported support person (Omne-Ponten,

1-993) . She of t.en turns to him immediaLely for strength

and reassurance, as she braces for Lhe future. However,

husbands report feeling inadequately informed and

unprepared to cope with t.his lif e crisis. Fear and

apprehension regarding his wife's t.reatment and prognosis

cause increased anxiety, limiting the husband.'s capacity

t.o be supportive. Husbands have guestions of their own,
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uncertaj-nly about the future and reservations about how

to respond.

Husbands of vüomen with breast cancer must also

adjust to the physical and psychological changes related

to the breast cancer experience. It is not surprising

then, that husbands may be as st.ressed as their wives

during the inítial period of diagnosis and uncertainty.

As well as working outside Ehe home and attempting to

provide moral support to their wives, husbands are often

left, with increased household and child care

responsibilities. This is a difficult t,ime for many

husbands as they attempt !o pick up the pieces and carry

on as "normal-rr a lif e as possible.

.A,s early as 1967, Klein, Dean and Bogdonof f

identified the impact of illness on the spouse. rn their

study of 73 spouses of chronically ill patients, they

found thaL illness exerts high roLe tension on spouses of

i11 patients. Both partners perceive this increased role

t.ension as a potential cause of interpersonal conflict

and frustration between patient and spouse. This

conflict and tension may exert an effect on well members

of the family.

fn their st.udies of husbands' adjustment following

breast cancer surgery, Northouse and Swain (1987) and

3
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Omne-Ponten (1-993) found that the degree of emotional

distress among husbands was of a comparable magnitude to

the distress experienced by women themselves. we11isch,

Jamison, and Pasnau (1978) reported that husbands whose

wives had just undergone breast cancer surgery also

complained of eating and sleep disturbances.

According to Bond (1982) , the patient occupies a

primary position and the family a secondary role. Oberst

and James (1-985) report that even though learning t'o live

with cancer may be no easy t.ask, learning to live with

someone else's cancer may be even more difficult. Lewis

(1990) concluded in her review, that there is subst.antial

empirical evidence that spouses or partners of patients

diagnosed with cancer experience elevated levels of

distress and tension during Lhe initiat diagnostic and

treatment phases, during recurrence, and during late

stages of the disease.

Several authors (Hilton, 1993; Lewandowski & Jones,

1988; Lichtman, Taylor, & Wood, L987; Northouse, t994)

agree that cancer produces anxiet,y within a family and

may alter communication patterns, ro1es, and

relationships among family members.

Although many investígators have attempted to

document the concerns of cancer patients (geisecker &
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Beisecker, 1990; Cassileth, zupkis, Sutton- Smith, &

March, t980; Derdiarian, 1,987; Goldberg, 1984; Hopkins,

1986; Tringali, 1986), few have focused on t.he

experiences of family members and/or their partners

(Woods, Lewis, & Ellison, 1989; Zahlis & Shands, 1991).

Meissner, Anderson and Odenkirchen (1990) reported

that the information needs of patients and significant

others are nol necessarily the same. It is important to

determine how to address t.he needs of both populations '

and ascertain how interventions targeted at one

population may impact on the other. "Today, cancer

treatment is viewed as a partnership between caregiver

and patient, replacing an earlier concept. of the patienL

being the passive recipient. of informaLion from the

physician" (Adams , 1,99L, p. L05) . Caregivers and other

family members who do not have their own informat.ion

needs met are less able to provide appropriate and

knowledgeable support to Lhe patient.

Purpose of the Studv

Breast cancer is a devastating disease affecting

millions of women each year. Empirical findings document

that husbands of these patients may experience greater

stress in the early phases than the patients themselves
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(Oberst & James, 1985). Husbands are expected to be a

maj or source of support t,o their wives duríng this

difficult t.ime. For many husbands, however, it. is a time

when they are most wulnerable, due to the increased

stress of their wives' illness.

Northouse and Northouse (1987) reviewed 200 art.icles

relaLed to communication and. cancer, and concluded that

one of the major issues confronting family members is

difficulty acquíring information from health

professionals. Tringalí (1986) also found that the

highest priority for families, regardless of the stage of

the disease, was t.he need for information about the

d.isease, iLs treaLment, and proqnosis . Meissner,

Anderson, and Odenkirchen (1990) reported that husbands

of mastectomy patients perceive having limited

opportunities to obt.ain information and support from

nurses and physicians. To date, husband's needs for

information and support during the cancer il-lness have

been understudied.

The purposes of this study were to: (a) identify

from the literature the information needs of husbands of

women newly diagnosed with breast cancer, and (b) pilot

test a tool to measure information needs of husbands of
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women with breast, cancer and the extent to which the

inf ormat.ion needs are met.

Siqnificance of t.he Studv

There is consensus in the literature that a

significant. proportion of families of cancer patients

experience problems obtaining informat.ion, and consider

this a priority in coping with the cancer experience. A

lit.erature review by Northouse and Nort.house (1987 )

highfighted many of the difficultíes family members

experience having their information needs met. They

recommend further studies to address how communicat.ion

can be used to enhance family members' needs for

information during the cancer experience.

Currently, there are a limited number of tools

designed to measure the needs of family members of cancer

patients, and none that specifically address Lhe

informat.ion needs of husbands. DevelopmenL and testing

of a tool to assess the importance of informat,ion needs

of this population and t.he degree t.o which these needs

have been met was undertaken.

The tool chosen for modification and testing was Èhe

Family Inventory of Needs Scale (FIN) developed by

Kristjanson (1993) to address needs of family members of
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terminally i11 patients. This tool has demonstrated

internal consistency reliability and construct validity.

The FIN was designed for use with one family member and

consists of a 20-item scale (Appendix A). The scale

consist.s of two subscales; the importance of needs and

the degree to which needs are met. Needs are ranked

between L and 5, l being the least important, and 5 being

of great.est importance.

Following an extensive literat.ure review, the FIN

was modified to address a number of additional items that

pertained exclusively to husbands of women with breast

cancer. The 2O-item FIN was adapted to refer to the

subject's "wife" raLher than "patienL" and expanded to

include ten additional questions. Precise details

related to breasL cancer such as treatment side effects,

emotional and sexuality j-ssues were added. Due to the

husband.s' unique position in the family, questions

related to communicat.ion and family issues were also

addressed. As a result of Lhe literature review, the FIN

was adapted (FIN-Husband) to measure the specific

information needs of husbands of breast cancer patients

(Appendix B) . The tool was structured t'o assess the
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degree of importance of the needs identified and the

extent to which husbands perceived that their needs were

met.

Literature has suggested that there may be a

relationship between coping style (monitor/blunter) and

the need for information. For some husbands, seeking

information may be one method of coping with their wives'

breast cancer diagnosis. Therefore, the Miller

Behavioural Style Scale (MBSS) was also admínistered to

subjects. This scale was devised by Suzanne Mi1Ier

(1983) to identify the coping style of individuals

(Appendix C). Several studies using the MBSS have shown

it to be a valid instrument for predict,ing behavioural

strat,egies in response to stressors. This scale has been

tested with some individuals about to undergo stressful

life events, but has not yet been trialed with husbands

of women with breast cancer. It was hoped that use of

this tool will permit an analysis of the relationship

between coping style and information needs.
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Research Ouest.ions

The following research quest.ions were posi:d:

Phase I
1-. To what. extent. does the FIN-H demonstrate clarity,

apparent internal consistency and const.ruct validity?

Phase II
2. What. is the internal consistency of the Family

Inventory of Needs -Husband (FIN-H) Scale and the

Mil1er Behavioural Style Scale (MBSS) with this

sample?

3. To what extent does the FIN-H Scale evidence

stability over time (within 24 hours of completing

the first scale) ?

4. What are the priority needs of husbands of women who

have recently undergone surgery for breast cancer?

5. To what extent. have the above needs been met?

6. Are there subgroups with different needs?

7. Are there differences between coping methods

(moniEor/blunLer) and number of needs identified,

types of needs, and whether or not these needs have

been meL?

8. Are t,here any signif icant demographic variables

related to needs, unmet needs, and monitor/btunter

s tatus ?

r-0
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Summarv

To-date, t.he majority of the literature has focused

on the needs of patients. There is a paucity of

empirically-based research in the area of family needs,

and especially information needs of husbands of women

with breast cancer. This study will provide health

professionals with a clearer understanding of the

importance of husbands' informat.ion needs and the extent.

to which these needs are being met. Further research

into this area will also tead to development and testing

of appropriate interventions for this population-

LL
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C}IÀPTER II

LITERÀTURE REVIEÏ{

Introduction

A review of the tit.erature was undertaken to det,ermine

the extent of current knowledge related to families and

the cancer experience, and more specifícally t,o determine

what is known about information needs of husbands of

patients with breast cancer. A Med-line search of the

literature on informaLion needs revealed a number of

articles pertaining to the cancer patient and family.

This chapter will synthesize specific literature on the

topics of family, stress, coping and adjustment, social

support and needs of family members as they apply to a

diagnosis of cancer. A review of the IiLerature

concerning the choice of instrument.ation for this study

will also be included.

Fami lv

A number of authors addressing this topic, regard the

f amily as a system (Friedman, 1'991i Guttman, L986;

Lewandowski and Jones, 1988; Sholevar & Perkel , !990;

Wha11 & Fawcett, 1989; Wright & Leahey, t984). According

to whall and Fawcett (1991) the family is an open system,

t2
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a whole characterized by a unique and ever-chanqing

pattern and organization. These alterations in pattern

and organization are continuous and reflect the

interaction between the family system and the

environment. Therefore, a change in the health status of

one individual profoundly affect.s the behaviour patterns

and organization of the family.

There is conf usion in the lit.erature regarding the

definition and use of the term "family" (Kristjanson,

1,992) . Thirty-f ive articles that used the term family,

careg'iver, or significant other to describe the family of

a patient were reviewed. Significant others were defined

as spouse, relatives and friends (Meissner, Anderson &

Odenkirchen, 1990). Caregivers were most often defined

as Spouses, daught,ers and mothers of patients (Oberst.'

Thomas, Gass & Ward, L989¡ Skorupka & Bohnet, ]-982;

Wingate & Lackey, 1989). However, one article concerning

caregivers of Alzheimer patients (Simonton, 1-9 87 )

described caregivers as those individuals who accompanied

the patient to clinic.

Family was also described as mother, partner and

children living under the same roof (Lewis 1986, 1990;

Ellison & woods, 1985; Olsen, L970¡ Singer, 1983; Vess,

Moreland. & Schwebel, 1986), first-order relatives such as

13
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spouses, chil-dren, sibling, parents (frant & .fohnson,

1978), next-of -kin (Bond, t982; Wright & Dyck, 1"984), and

self-selected next. of kin (Dyck & Wright, 1985; Lovejoy,

1986).

Tiblier (1989) states that the family may exist in

many alternate forms, which may include a lover or

friends rather than, or in addit.ion to the family of

origin. In her exploratory study of "family" coping

during Ehe cancer experience (n=41), Welch (1981)

describes her sample as mothers, sisters, daughters,

husbands, sons, and even a niece.

Lewandowski and ,fones (1988) sought to determine the

impact. of cancer on t.he family by surveying 150 adults,

randomly selected from the telephone directory in

northeast Ohio. A guestionnaire lvas d.eveloped to measure

family membersr perceptions of most and least helpful

nursinq intervenLions in caring for a family member with

cancer. Subjects were asked to rank nursing

interventions in order of importance based on the

supposition that they were family members of cancer

patients. The findings of this study ranked four needs

as most important: need for information, need for hope,

need t.o ventilate feelings, and the need to have nursing

interventions directed toward the patient rather than the

T4
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family member. A methodological limit,ation of this study

is that. the families surveyed, Rây or may not have had a

family member wiLh cancer.

Brock (1990) studied uncertainty, information needs,

and coping effectiveness of families of chronic renal

failure patients. Her definition of families included

those individuals who had a relat.ive presently receiving

outpatient hemodialysis and who were able to read and

write English. These members were either a wife,

husband, son/daughter, brother/sister, ot close friend.

Several articles discussed families without ever defining

the term (Grobe, rlstrup, & Ahmann, !98]-¡ Houts et â1,

1_991).

Some researchers indicated Lhat the definiLion of

"family". is whatever t.he patient considers to be family

(Hinds, 1985; Thorne, 1985; Tringali, 1986). Ha11 and

Kirshling (1990) claim t.hat, arquments about definit.ions

are unnecessary. If people say they are a family, then

they are a family, regardless of whether or not they are

related by marriage, birth and/or adoption. In the

caregiving situation, the self-definition of family is
perhaps the most important one, because it determines how

individuals relate to each other in a care situation and

how they interact. with health team members.

15
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Conclusions drawn from this review were: 1) many

definitions and examples of the Lerm family exist in the

literature and 2) it would be helpful if researchers

explained what is meant by the term ttfamily" to more

fully understand how result.s compare with other studies

using the same population.

While exploring the literature for articles dealing

with information needs of husbands of cancer patients, it

was not always evident. which studies included husbands

and which did not. Several articles examined adjustment,

coping , and/or impact of illness on the patient's husband

and not the husband's needs (K]ein, Dean, & Bogdonoff,

L967; Northouse & Swain, ]-987 ¡ Welch, 1981) . The few

studies that investigated family needs did not specify

the number of husbands who were included in the samples

(Hinds, 1985; Skorupka & Bohnet, L982; Wingate & Lackey,

L989; I¡lright. & Dyck, t984). Reference either Lo gender

of study participant or family role was often made, but

not usually both. Only L2.5% (N=32) of Brock's (1990)

sample of families of chronic renal failure patients were

husbands. Tringali's (1986) sample of family members of

cancer patients included 36% (N=25) husbands. These gaps

in the literature related Èo needs of husbands of cancer

pat.ients, point to the import.ance of further study.
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S tres s

Although the concept of stress is freguently referred

to in the lit.erature (Kobasa, Maddi, & Courington, 1981;

McFarlane, Norman, & Streiner, 1983; Pearlin &

Lieberman, 1981), the term is not always well defined.

Benner and wrubel (1989) view stress as the disruption of

meanings, understanding, and smooth functioníng so that.

harm, loss, or challenge is experienced, and sorro\^r,

interpretation, or ne$¡ ski11 acquisition is required.

Lazarus and Folkman (1984) state t.hat the concept of

sLress has existed for centuries, but only recently has

it been systematically conceptualized. and a subjecE of

research. According to their view, stress emphasizes the

relationship beLween the person (including individual

characteristics) and the environment (nature of the

event) .

Pearlin and Lieberman (1981) recognize that stress

arises out of two broad circumstances, the occurrence of

discrete events and the presence of relatively continuous

problems. Their st.udy of stress indicates that certain

life events may create new strains or intensify
preexisting ones. The int.ensity of the st.ress that

people exhibit cannoL be predicted from the intensity of

L7
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the source because people reacL to stress in differenl

rdays. For example, two families of cancer patients may

react differently to the same diagnosis of malignancy.

What is it then thaL separates those who appear extremely

stressed from those who do not? Pearlin and r,ieberman

(1981) view the use of such resources and actions, âs

social supports and coping strategies, as helpful in

dealing with Lhe process of stress. However, according

to Friedman (t992) , if the illness ís serious and

prolonged, a taxing of coping strategies and a need for

the redistribution of roles and functions may occur. In

this case health care providers need to be aware of the

t,iming of the stress, as well as the coping tasks family

members might find helpful at different phases of Lhe

pat.ient's illness.

The diagnosis of cancer for patients and their

families is reported in the lit.erature as stressful

(B1oom, Ross, & Burne11, L982; Dyck & Wright, L985¡

Hinds, 19 85; Houts, Rusenas, Simmonds, & Huf f ord, 1-99'J- ¡

Lewandowski & Jones, l-988; Lovejoy, 1986; Meissner'

Anderson, & odenkirchen, 1990; Morris & Roy1e, 1988;

Nelles, McCaf f rey, Blanchard, & Ruckdeschel, 1-99L ¡

Northouse, 1-988; Oberst, Thomas, Gass, & Ward, 1989ì Ort,

i-986; Peters -Golden , ]-982; Singer, 1983; Smith, Redman,

18
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Burns, & Sagert, 1985; Tringali, 1986). The cancer

diagnosis is also referred to by numerous authors as a

crisis for families (Giacquinta, ]-977; Lewis, Ellison, &

Woods, 19 85; Peters -Golden , L982 ¡ Tringrali , ]-986;

Wellisch, ,Jamison, & Pasnau , ]-97 8) .

Hoff (1-981) st.ates that crisis occurs when an

individual's or family's interpretation of traumatic

events leads to st.ress so severe thab coping becomes

impossible. She also reports that if t.he source of

trouble is from within the family, as is a diagnosis of

breast cancer, the event is even more distressing t.han

are those events related Lo exLernal sources of trouble.

Lichtman, Tayfor, and wood (1987) in their study of

78 breast cancer patients and their significant others,

determined that a supportive close relationship during

and after an episode of cancer is associated with

positive pat.ient adjustment. r1pica1ly, patienLs of ten

sahr the cancer as an ongoing threat, whereas some

husbands preferred to view the disease as "a crisis that

had been weathered and dealt with successfully" (p.64).

Husbands, however, expressed significantly more concern

about possible recurrence of the cancer and death t,han

their wives.
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Thorne (1985) used a gr-ralitative approach to study the

family cancer experience. She disputed the view that the

cancer diagnosis always constituLes a family crisis. She

found that families might need to perceive themselves not

in crisis, but in a tife circumstance which they are

capable of taking in their stride. According to Thorne

(1985), these families described developing adaptive

strategies that supported the normalacy rather t.han the

abnormal aspects of their situation.

Oberst et al (1989) undertook an exploratory sLudy to

describe caregiving demands on families of ambulatory

patients receiving radiation treatment. for cancer and to

tes t a measure of their appraisal of the s t.res s

associated with the caregiving sibuaLion. Forty-seven

care givers reported that the caregiving effort appears

to become more intense and to be associated with more

stress over time. In many cases Lhey found that their

own health was affected, both physically and

psychological ly.

The above literature sugqests that families of cancer

patients may experience as much or more stress following

diagnosis, than the patients themselves. However, Lhe

relationship between stress and the need for information

is not clearly evident. It is possible that the more
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informat.ion acguired and lhe more knowledgeable the

patient and family become, the less stressful the cancer

experience. This remains t.o be tested.

Coping St.rategies

The ways in which individuals cope with the

problems they face is an important concern (Gotay, 1-984).

According to Oberst, Thomas, Gass, and Ward (1-989 ) , the

concern with the coping responses of family members is

clearly evident in the cancer nursing literat.ure. The

issue of coping is important because the strategies

individuals have used to cope with difficulties in the

past, ßây affect their adjustment to their present cancer

experience.

Harrj-s (1989) maintains that coping ability is usually

viewed as the major variable between stress and its

outcome. These problem-solving efforts come into play

when demands are significant enough to tax our resources.

Coping is what people do in response to demands or

strains in their lives. According to Woods, Lewis, and

Ellison (1989), coping actions may be directed at

changing or eliminating the source of the demand,

controlling or altering the meaning of the demand, or

controllíng the emotional response to the demand or
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stressor. Families cope with cancer in different ways

because stressors are not the sa¡ne for all families.

Family and individual copinq efforts and behaviours are

problem or situation-specific, according to Friedman

(1992). Even though different problems demand different

solutions, families do have certain coping styles which

influence their coping efforts.

Welch (1981-) described the results of an exploratory

study identifying components of family coping during the

cancer experience. Forty-one family members of adult,

cancer patients were surveyed. Results of this study

found that the overwhelming majoriLy of respondents (86e.)

indícated t.hat the most helpful nursing action was to

"give excellent, personalized patient care" (p. 368).

ramilies indicated that their own needs were of secondary

J-mportance.

Information seeking is considered by Weisman (1979)

to be one of the general coping strategies used by

individuals. He describes good copers as those

individuals who avoid denial and take action based on

confronting reality; redefine problems int.o solvable

forms, consider alternatives; maintain open

communications; seek help and accept support; and

maintain high morale and hope.
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Ad.ams (1991-) agrees t.hat informat.ion seeking can be

regarded as a method of copingr. Knowledge about an

otherwise unfamiliar subject may help to reduce an

individual's anxiety and increase his/her sense of

control. with increased information, family members are

able to participate in decision-making more effectivêly,

and thus Support. the patient's treatmen| choices. Mi1ler

and Mangan (1983) contend that some individuals cope with

stressful sit.uations by seeking information (monitors),

while others prefer disEraction and avoid information

(blunters ) .

According t.o Mi11er (l-980) , the relationship between

predictabifiLy and human stress is confticting. Mi1ler

makes the distinct.ion between "controllability" or being

able to do something about an adverse event, and

"predictability" or knowing something about the evenL-

For some individuats knowingr what is going to happen is

comforting, while for others it is simply terrifying. If

this is the case, then as health professionals, wê are

not doing all patients/families a service by providing

them with informatíon they have not requested. For those

individuals who adopt a blunt.ing strategy, providing

information and focusing on the negative aspects of the

cancer experience may cause increased st'ress levels.
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By monitoring pulse rates of gynecologic patients

about to undergo colposcopy, Miller (1980) found that

voluminous informatíon prior to the procedure does not

necessarily benef it all pat.ients. Rat.her, information

provided should be consistent with individuals' coping

st.y1e: blunters should receive 1ow inf ormation and

monitors would benefit from more information. In their

1983 st.udy of t,he same population (n=40), Mi1ler and

Mangan found that. their result.s supported t.he earlier

work done by Miller, and emphasized the need for a scale

t.o identify monitors and blunters.

In their study of 71' women about to undergo

gynecologic surgery, Steptoe and O'Sullivan (1-986)

utilized the MBSS to investigate the relationship between

coping and preventative health strategies, psychological

disturbance, and desire for preparatory information.

They found that coping strat.egies may have a significant,

impact on health-related behaviours. In a two phase

experiment of coping style, Mi1ler (1987) utilized t.he

MBSS with a group of unj-versity undergraduate students.

rn experiment t, thirty sLudents \,vere given auditory

information and the threat. of electrical shock, and then

asked to rate their Ievels of tension and expectat.ion of

shock. rn experiment 2, forty students were asked to
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complete coping-style and trait-anxiety scales. Subjects

were then given a series of aptitude/achievement' tasks

and allowed to view a clock and a series of sígna1 lights

that indicated performance. This study showed a positive

relationship between a high monit,oring score, and an

increased freguency of information seeking. Results of

this study did not. support earlier work that suqgested

that hiqh monit.ors /Iow blunters remain more anxious and

aroused than low monitors/high blunters. The previous

sLudies indicate a relationship between coping style and

coping strategy. As a result of their study, Steptoe and

O'Sullivan (1986) suggested that it may be necessary to

tailor ínformation to coping style.

In order to explore the relationship between health-

seeking behaviour and healt,h status, Mi11er, SummerLon,

and Brody (1988) surveyed 118 patients visiting a medical

clinic for a variet.y of medical conditions. Prior to

their appointments, participants were asked to indicate

their preferences for type of treatment and leve1 of

information requested. The MBSS \^Ias then administered to

determine coping style. Results indicated that high

monitors preferred to take a more active role in

treatment decision-making than did 1ow monitors

(blunLers ) .
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In a gualitative study of 51 breast cancer patients

interviewed at various intervals d.uring the year

following their mastectomies, Orr (1986) hypothesized

that open communication is a more useful coping strategy

than closed communication. Patients participated in four

semi-structured interviews to determine if communication

pattern correlated with social adaptation and leve1 of

dist,ress. Following interviews and administration of the

Social Adjustment Scale, Orr found that successful copers

sought information, while less Sìlccessful copers avoided

ir.
A recent study reported by uilton (1993) on couple

communication patLerns, traced 43 couples following

d.iagnosis with early-stage breast cancer. She interviewed

these couples aL various points throughout' the first year

and. found three major "talking patterns": those who

talked freely with one anot.her, those who did not talk

much, and those couples who had some difficulty because

one member wanted to talk and. the ot.her did not. Over

half the couples (n=23, 56%) did not talk with each other

about their worries. However, half of those (n=10) did

feel comfortable speaking with others about their

concerns. The researcher found Ehat all couples talked

about "concrete" matters relating to breast cancer to
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some degree, buL fewer than half actually talked with

each other about. t.heir f eelings. silt.on (1993)

recommends further research in this area involving bot.h

individual and family interviews. As wel1, Derdiarian

(1989) contends that a factual understanding of disease,

treatments, and subsequent implicat.ions of these, would

help couples cope with the stress resulting from the

diagnosis of cancer. Therefore, it is important for

health professionals to address needs of both breast

cancer patients and their husbands separately.

In Northouse's (1989a) qualitative study of 50

mastectomy patients and their husbands, subjects were

asked to identify their greatest concern in the hospitat

and again one month post-surgery. Husbands reported the

most stressful phases of their wives' illness as the

diagnostic and treatment phases. The act.ual day of

surgery was cited by many as the "focal point of their

stress" (p. 28!) Northouse's study (1989a) also found

t.hat coping factors (i.e., emotional support, religion,

ínformation, and attitude) may change over time and may

be more important in one phase of illness than in

another. For instance, husbands found information
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partÍcu1ar1y helpful while patients were in hospital, and

patients found attit,ude most important upon discharge

from hospital.
As healt.h professionals qain a bet,Ler understanding

of these factors, they will be more effective in

designing strategies to help pat.ients and spouses cope

with the effects of illness.

The above literature review cites various coping

strategies employed by patient.s and f amilies;

communicating, information-seeking, and social support.

Husbands are ofLen a primary source of support for their

wives throughoul any st.ressful tife event; however, Lhe

ways in which these husbands deal with the stress of

breast cancer may depend. on their present and past coping

strategies. Coping strategies and abilíties may be the

critical element.s between the stress of disease and

whet.her or not a family is thrown into crisis.

Needs

The lit.erature was also reviewed to identify specific

needs of family members. Northouse and Northouse (1-987)

found that families want informat.ion about the diagnosis,

prognosis, treatment options, and expected course of

recovery to lessen their fears and increase their sense
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of predictabilit.y. They identified needs assessment

studies (Skorupka & Bohnet, L982; Welch, L98L; Wright &

Dyck, !984) , as consistent,ly reporting that family

members have a qreat need for information frorn health

professionals.

Tringali (1986) found that the highest priority for

families, reqardless of the stage of the disease, was

cognitive informat.ion about. the disease, its treatment,

and prognosis. Skorupka and Bohnet (t982) reported the

need for information about. how to physically comfort the

patient in both the early and late st,ages of the disease.

Klein et a1 (1967) also reported that husbands caring for

wives with breasL cancer need help in giving

psychological support, as well as information about the

patient,'s status, information about how to manage pain

and discomfort, and information about the administration

of medications. These husbands f ound that obt.aining

information from health professionals was often a

difficult t.ask. According to Meissner et a1 (1-990),

husbands of mastectomy patients perceive limited

opportunities to obtain information and support from

nurses and physicians.

Welch (1981-) found that t.he

members of adult cancer Patients
29
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excellent care for their i1l family member. Secondly,

they identified the need for information about the

specif ic t14pe of cancer and it.s t,reatment.

Gotay's (1984) study of coping strategies of cancer

paLients and their mates, found that taking firm action

was the most freqirent coping strategy identified in both

early and advanced stage families. Seekinqr more

information was ranked third in early stage mates, and

twelfth in advanced stage mates; supporting the finding

that information seeking is most important in the early

stages of cancer diagnosis and treatment..

Wright. and Dyck (1-984), in their study of family

concerns of cancer patients found the need, "to be kept

informed of the patient's condiLion", ranked. as the

highesL concern. Hout.s et al (1991) reviewed evidence on

the kinds of information needed by farnily members of

cancer patients. Studies showed that families' needs for

information are substantial and that a large percentage

of family members feel that these needs have not been

adeguately met by health care providers. This lack of

needed information negatively affects the patienL's care

as well as the family's physical, psychological, and

social well -being.
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In their study, Dyck and Wright (1-9 85 ) , explored

family expectations of hospitalized adult cancer

patients. The majority of respondents indicated that

their own need for acceptance, support, and comfort from

the nursing st.aff was extremely important. Twenty-seven

per cent of respondents indicated that, release of any

information by the nurse was beyond t.he scope of his/her

role. These observations were similar to those of Bond

(:-982) and Welch (1981-) in which the majority of family

members did not view the nurse aS having a significant

information-giving role.

In her study of needs of families who care for

patients at home, Hínds (1985), concluded thaL a

comprehensive assessment and intervention plan is

required. Hout.s et al (1991) suggest strategies for

addressing the problem of information deficit. These

strategies include wider distribution of generic

inf ormation about cancer and treatment.s to f amily

members, aS well as development of procedures for making

information about a patienL's ctinical condition

available to family members. These authors agree that

the type of information needed by husbands of breast

cancer patients may vary, depending on the stage of the

caregiver's emotional acceptance of the illness and on
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the patient's condition. Although husbands require
j-nformation, their abilities to comprehend and process

information may be impaired because of the crisis nature

of the i1lness. Information should therefore be provided

simply, and when possible in written form.

Hickey (1-990), critiqued eight articles dealing with

the needs of families of critically ill patients. These

art.icles, âlthough limited by smal1 sample size,

presented. similar f indings, namely; inf ormat,ion needs

were listed by all families among their 10 most important

needs.

Brock (1-990), in her study of 32 family members of

renal families, found two siqnificant relationships: (a)

knowledge negatively correlated with uncertainty and (b)

subjecLs' level- of education posit.ively correlated wit.h

coping effectiveness. No siqnificant relationship ulas

observed beLween knowledge and coping effectiveness.

Results should be viewed with caution in liqht of the

small sample síze.

Information Needs

A comprehensive review of the literat,ure was

undertaken to identify al1 previous studies of family

information needs. The literature included many articles
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on information requirements and communication between Lhe

health care prof essional and t.he cancer patient.

However, al-Lhough there is substantial literature on the

problems, attitudes, and coping mechanisms of cancer

paLients, investigators have only recently begun to

systematically examine the needs of members of the

patient's family (Houts, Rusenas, Simmonds & Hufford,

1-991). Data from mastectomy patients and their husbands

indicate that husbands perceive having limited

opportunities to obtain information and support from

nurses and physicians (Meissner, Anderson, & Odenkirchen,

t-990).

Miller (1983) found that the approach strategy most

frequenLly used to deal with the tasks of chroníc illness

had to do with seeking information. A review of

literature concerning strategies used most often by

famities of cancer patients reveals the sane conclusion.

Since information seeking is a mode of coping, it is

assumed to have characteristics similar to coping.

Many studies have documented Lhe f amily's need f or

information when a family member has cancer (Lewandowski

& ,fones , 19 88 ; Tringali , t986; Wright & Dyck , ]-984;

Zahlis & Shands, 1991). Meissner et al (1990) state that.

although cancer patients' significant others play an
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important role in providing support and assistance to the

patient, their need for information regarding the disease

is freguently overlooked by the health care system. It

is noL only specific information about, the disease Èhat

families reguíre, but help to feel comfortable within the

health care sysLem, and help to know how they can best

support. the pat.ient.

Tringrali (i-9 86 ) examined the perceptions of f amily

members of cancer patients to determine which needs they

felt were most important. Twenty-five family members

were grouped according to phase of illness, and needs

were divided into cognitive, emotional and physical

categrories. Cogni tive or ínf ormat.ion needs about

treatment and prognosis were found to be of paramount

importance to family members in all three phases of

illness. However, guestions asked, did not specifically

address other needs relevant to Lhe caregiving ro1e. To

have quesLions answered honestly was t.he highest ranked

information need.

Lewandowski and 'Jones (1-988) sampled 62 respondents

to id.entify nursing intervent.ions Ehat. cancer patients'

families found most and least he1pful. Even though the

diagnosis of cancer was simulated in the initial,

adaptat.ion, and terminal phases of i11ness, the results
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showed that nursing interventions directed Loward the

patient and information needs were rated the highest

throughout the t.hree phases of il1ness.

The work of Canadian authors wright and Dyck (1-984)

examined the needs and concerns of adu1t. cancer patients'

family members. Their descriptive studY examined

concerns of Lhe next-of-kin of 45 hospitalized cancer

patients. The four concerns identified most frequently

were: (1) problems created by the symptoms of the

disease, Q) fear of the future, (3) waiting, and (4)

difficulty with obtaining information. Another study

conducted by the researchers (1985) described Lhe role of

the nurse aS a supporL syst.em for families throughout an

adulL's cancer experience. Results showed that the

primary expectations of relatives h/ere related to the

achievement of pat.ient well being at all times.

wingate and Lackey (1_989) also explored the needs of

cancer patients and. their primary care givers. This

descriptive study of L4 primary care givers showed

psychological and physical concerns to be grreatest,

followed by information needs. This predominance of

psychological needs was not seen in Tringali's study

(1986) on the needs of family members of cancer patients.

She found that of the needs described as most important',
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three times more cognitive needs than emotional needs

were listed. Hinds (1985) recognized that information

needs, especially those related to the provision of

physical care, prevailed among families caring for a

cancer patien| at home. In their review of cancer and

communication, Northouse and Northouse (1987) concluded

that. one of the major issues confronting family members

is acquiringr information.

Derdiarian (1989) collected dat.a on satisfaction and

coping from 60 recently diaqnosed male cancer patients

and their spouses. All participant.s were assessed for

information needs prior to the intervent.íon. Half of the

participants received routine information, referral '

counselling, and follow-up care. The other hatf received

formalized information intervention. The study found

that the individ.ualized information intervention had a

positive effect on information needs and satisfaction

coping. That. is, patients and spouses receiving the

intervention showed acguisition of information obtained,

and, Lo some exLent, increased coping over the Situation.

Zahlis and Shands (1991) pursued a gualitative study

of 67 partners of women diagnosed with breast cancer

wiLhin the previous two and one-ha1f years. In this

study more than a third of the men described tactics they
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used to lessen the impact. of the illness both concretely

and emotionally, including looking Loward a happy future

and rethinking aboul their priorities in life. "The men

expressed the need for information about breast cancer

and its treaLment, poignanlly described their emotional

and physical reactions to the i11ness, and díscussed Lhe

difficulties the disease caused in their relationship

with the patient" (Zahlis & Shands, 199L, p.92) .

Morris and Royle (1988) considered the issue of choice

of surgery for breast cancer patients and the effect on

anxiety and depression in patients and their husbands.

They found that when families were offered Some control

over their treatment (i.e., choice of surgery), less

anxiety in both pat.ients and husbands resulted.

Although there is considerable literature re1ated to

the information needs of women with breast cancer and

cancer patients in general, the area of family needs has

not been explored in great detail. In particular, the

area of information needs of husbands of women with

breast cancer has largely been anecdotal and reguires

additional empirical research.

The conclusions drawn f rom this revi,ew were ( 1)

families of cancer patients feel there are many needs to

be addressed and (2) these needs may often be unmet.
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There is consensus in the literature that a significant

proporLion of families of cancer patients encounter

problems in obt.aining informat.ion, and see this as a

priority in dealing with the cancer experience.

Social Support and Adiustment

Much has been documented about the social support

avail-ab1e for cancer patients (Bloom, Ross, & BurnelI,

1"978r PeLers-Golden, 1982; Nel]es, McCaffrey, Blanchard,

& Ruckdeschel, I99I; Smith, Red¡nan, Burns, & Sagert,

1985), but little has been written about the impact of

social support on adjustment to t.he cancer diagnosis.

Northouse (1988) agrees, and staLes that there has been

virtually no research on the relationship between social

support and the adjustment of husband.s to breast cancer.

According to Nelles et al (1991), social support

provided by famiLy members, friends, or professionals has

been found to reduce or buffer negative psychological

responses to a variety of stressful life events,

including chronic diseases. McFarlane et a1 (1983) agrree

t.hat social supporLs available to an individual may act

to mediate or buffer the effect of stressful events.

Lewis et aI (1985) support the view that families need

inf ormational, interpret.ive, and emot.ional support as
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they experience the patient's illness, just as the

patient does. Services need to shift from the concerns

of Lhe patient alone to those encompassing the whole

family unit.
Stommel and Kingry (1991), in Lheir study of 232

spouse-careqivers, found. that most spouse-caregivers of

cancer patients with minor children in their household

can count on Lheir family, but not necessarily on their

friends and neighbours, to help them with caregiving.

Both the age of the children and the living arrangement

appear to influence Lhe amount of assist,ance and support

caregivers receive from the family.

Northouse (1988), in her study of 50 mastectomy

pat,ients and their husbands, reported an inverse

relationshíp between social support and adjustment

d.ifficulties. Those patienLs and. husbands who reported

higher levels of social support reported fewer adjustment

difficulties at bot.h 3 and 30 days post surgery.

However, husbands perceived significantly less support

from health professionals than did patients, througthout

the course of the illness. Although husbands experience

as much distress as patients over the course of t.he

illness (Northouse & Swain, !987) , the 1evel of

professional support they perceive is considerably less.
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The Iow leve1 of professional support reported by

husbands in this study is consistent with findings

reported by Bond (1-982a, I982b) and oberst and James

(198s).

rn t.he gualiLative component of her study, Northouse

(1989a), examined stress, adjustment concerns, and coping

strategies of newly diagnosed breast cancer patients and

their husbands. From her sample of 50 patients and

husbands, she found that husbands were most concerned

about their wife's survival. She also found that

emotional support, information, and positive attitude

were the most important coping strategies used. in the

adjustment process.

Oberst and ,fames (1985) support the work of Northouse

(1-987-89) in their findings. They found that spouses do

indeed have difficulty adjusting to t'he cancer

experience, and experience stress and exhaust.ion during

the hospital period. Their study focused on crisis

management and development in patients and spouses.

Forty couples facing a diagnosis of either bowel or

qrenit,ourinary cancer were followed through the pre and

post discharge periods. Spouses went through two periods

of active crisis; shock during the initial diagnostic and

treatment phase, and exhaustion later on. During both of
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these crisis periods, they no longer had the strength or

resources t.o deal with the situation, and fe1t. their

whole coping structure fel1 apart.

wellisch, Jamison, and Pasnau (1978) undert.ook a study

involving 3L male partners of mast.ectomy patients. They

attempted t.o assess f actors related to men's adjustment

to mastect.omy and it,s aftermat.h. Most men reported a

good overall adjustment., but a subgroup remained

distressed and reported adverse effects on relationships

with their wives/lovers.

Although adjustment to breast cancer is an ongoing

process, few studies have assessed the psychosocial

adjustment of patients and husband.s over an extended

period of time (Northouse, 1989b) . Meissner et al (1990)

recommend longitudinal studies to assess t.he impact of

cancer on significant others over time and to determine

which sources of information significant others prefer in

satisfying their informat.ion needs during the course of

the patient's i1Iness.

Northouse's findings (1-987-89) point to the importance

of social support in adjustment. to illness, and invites

further research to determine the kinds of resources that

patients and husbands need, as well as the length of time

that the resources should be provided.
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Tools To Measure Informati-on Needs

According t.o Frank-Stromborg and Pender (1988) there

are a number of tools available to measure information-

seeking behaviour; however, most address the patient's

need for informaLion. Recent research in the area of

information needs of breast cancer patients has uÈilized

a tlpe of differential scale called the Thurstone Scaling

method (Bilodeau, 1992; Deqner & Sloan, t992) .

ThursLone ft974) was concerned with the selection of

statements that make up the scale and the procedures by

which scale values could be assigned to items. He paired

items together t.o determine which items were ranked the

most and least important Lo t.he subjecLs. This scaling

model is useful in tool development and as an item

ranking procedure because it avoids the ceiling effect

coÍìmon to other scaling models. However, it has several

limitations: (1) each item is paired. with every other

it.em to determine a hierarchy, and the tool oft,en becomes

lengthy if t.here are a large number of items , (2)

subjects may respond to the items for reasons that were

unanticipated in the consLrucEion of the scale, resulting

in an invalid measuring insLrument, and (3) the use of
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this scale is time-consuming and oft.en confusing for

part.icipants (Brink & Wood , 1'989 ¡ Mclver & Carmines,

1_981).

The literature review identified approximately twenty-

five to thirty concerns and information needs of family

members of cancer patients. This number would prohibit

use of the Thurstone scale because each item would have

to be paired with every other item in order to rank the

items. This would result in an excessive number of

paired comparisons for each parLicipant to consider.

Thurstone Scaling has been used Successfully with cancer

paLients, but has not been trialed with family members.

Therefore, Thurstone scaling was not thought to be the

best model for use with this populat.ion.

The lit.erat.ure search revealed a variety of tools

utilized to address family need.s; from semi-structured

interviews (Hind.s, 1985; Klein, Dean & Bogdonof f , L967 ¡

Northouse, 1989; WingaLe & Lackey, 1'989; Wright & Dyck,

t984) to Likert-type scales (Kristjanson, 1994; Northouse

& Swain , L981 ; Welch , 1-98]-; Tringali , 1986; Wright &

Dyck, 1984) and t,he Q-sort method (Skorupka & Bohnet.,

1982) . The following is a brief discussion of the

meLhods used to identify inf ormat,ion needs of f amily

members.
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erock (1-990), in her study of families of pat.ients

with chronic renal failure, used twenty multiple choíce

questions constructed from a renal handbook t,o group

f amily needs int.o categrories such as therapy,

medications, diet, eLc. Wingate and Lackey (1989) used

an open-ended instrument (Object Content Test,) to ask

primary care givers of non-institutionalized cancer

pa[ients to define their own needs.

Hinds (1985) produced a 46-item interview schedule to

study t.he needs of families who care for patients with

cancer at home. wright and Dyck (1-9 84 ) used a semi -

structured interview plus a t2-item Likert questionnaire

to identify self-focused and patient-focused needs of

family members of adult cancer patients. Skorupka and

Bohnet Í982) used Q-sort methodology to ask primary

care-giverst perceptions of 75 nursing behaviours.

welch (1981) conducted a pilot sLudy with 25 family

members of adulL cancer patients who answered an open-

ended questionnaire regard.ing nursing interventions they

perceived to be helpful at, various stages of their family

member's i1lness. The survey responses were summarized

and arrangred into a Likert-type format and tested with a

larger group of forty-one family members.
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Tringali (1986) developed a 53-item, four point Likert

scale Lo examine the needs of relatives of cancer

pat.ients. She based her scale on the work done by Molter

(L979) and Bouman (1980) with families of critically i11

palient.s. Hickey (1990) also reviewed eíght articles

dealing with needs of families of critically ill patients

and found all researchers utillzed a form of int.ervier,¡¡ or

Likert - scale to tes t. t.heir methodology. In Hickey ' s

review, all but, one researcher used a revised tool

adapted f rom Mol-t.er (I979) .

A variety of methods were revíewed to determine the

needs of families of both institutionalized and non-

institutionalized patients, however, none concentrated

specifically on the needs of husbands of cancer patients.

The writer undertook a search for a succinct.

instrument. which was simple to administer and accurately

measured the needs of this understudied population.

Since much of the lit.erature on needs of family members

of patient.s (cancer and critically- i11 individuals )

ut.ilized a tool based on the work of Molter and Leske

(19 83 ) , an adaptation of t.his instrument seemed

appropriaLe and f easible. However, t,he original 45 -item

Critical Care Family Needs Inventory (CCFNI) was

considered. t,o be t.oo lengt.hy for use with a population of
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husbands whose wives had recently undergone

lump ec tomy/mas t ec t omy .

For this reason the Family Inventory of Needs (FIN)

was chosen for this study. The FIN, developed by

Kristjanson (1991) was based on the original CCFNI but

contains only 20 need items. As a result of empiricat

testinq by Kristjanson, Atwood, and Degner (1993), the

FrN met preset validit.y and reliability criteria. The

tool is also succinct and uncomplicated, making it easy

to administer to a population of husbands whose wives

have recent,ly undergone surgery for breast cancer.

Therefore, it was chosen as the tool to used as the basis

for modifying, refining and testing.

Summarv

This chapter has outlined the rationale for this

study. A review of the literature related to the

following areas: family, stress, coping, social support,

information needs, and instrumenLation has also been

discussed. rn particular, there is a need to refine and

t.est a tool that, can be used to accurately define the

priority information needs of this population.

Knowledge of husbands' priority information needs may

assist health care practitioners to meet these
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information needs more effectively. As researchers,

awareness of these issues may also lead to intervention

studies to assist women and their husbands to cope more

effectively with a diagnosis of breast cancer.
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CH^A,PTER ITT

THEORETICAL FRÀDÍEWORK

Introduction

According to Hall and Kirschling (l-990), a concepLual

framework is a perspective for viewing the world,

composed of a set of related concepts which function as

a frame of reference to help individuals make sense out

of t.heir experience. The topic of information needs of

husbands of breasL cancer patients can be more fu1ly

understood within t.he context. of a conceptual framework

t.hat incorporates key variables. This chapter will

include a description and rat.ionale for the choice of the

proposed framework.

Backoround Inf ormation

Systems theory dates back to the 1920s when Ludwig von

Bertalanffy first began to explain biological processes

from a systems perspective. This theory guickly spread

to include the dísciplines of community health, computer

science, engineering, and family studies. Von Bertalanffy

(1968) believed that living orqanisms were open systems

constantly interacting with the envj-ronment.
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Guttman (1986) maint.ains that the concepts of general

systems theory were designed to fit nonhuman models,

however, the notion of interrelatedness is useful when

studying families. Friedman (19 9l- ) argues that

individuals, family systems, and the environment are

int.errelated and the congruence of patterns and rhythms

between sysLems and subsystems signifies health.

A review of family nursing literat,ure revealed.

evidence t.hat families are also regarded as systems

(Friedman, t99L & 1992; Guttman, 1986; Lewandowski &

.Jones, L988; Sholevar & Perkel , 1990¡ Whal1 & Fawcett'

19Bl-; Wright & Leahey, L984). Therefore, a chanqe in the

healt.h status of one individual would profoundly affect

the pattern and organization of other family members.

According to olsen (1970) , the family is a system

viewed as a whole which is greater than Lhe sum of its

part.s. Sholevar and Perkel (1990) and Olsen (1970) agree

that family members are continually striving to maintain

a state of homeostasis, while Wright and Leahey (1984)

disagree and advocate a dramatic shift in the study of

families away from the belief t.hat fanilies tend toward

maintaininq eguilibrium and argue that fanilies are in a

constant state of change.
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Family systems theory emphasizes the interrelatedness

of family members and t.heir effect on one anot.her

(Minuchin, 1974). when illness strikes a family, the

effects are not only felt by the pat,ient, but the Lotal

family unit. The way a family views the crisis (e.9.,

diagnosis of cancer) , ITìêy influence their vulnerabifiLy

to stress and the inbensity of the situation. Caplan

(I964) suggests that during crisis, memories of o1d

problems and unresolved conflicts lhat are in some way

linked to the present crisis, are stimulated and serve to

complicate the present situation. Family theorist.s also

believe that due t.o the reciprocity of relationships, the

way one member adjusts t.o illness can affect the way that

another member adjusts, and therefore boLh members need

to be assessed concurrent.ly (Northouse, l-989) .

Each family has its unique set of values, making it

difficult to predict the methods each family will use to

cope. Lewandowski and Jones (1988), studied the unigue

needs of family members as they coped with the impact of

cancer on their lives and support the belief that nursing

diagnosis and intervention must focus on the patient as

a member of a family system.

Kristjanson (]-992) discussed issues and concerns

related to measurement, in family research and notes t.haL
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much of the empirical work in this area lacks a

theoretical or conceptual framework. The family is a

whole and what happens to one family member has a direct

impact on other members, and the total family

functioning. Most family l-iterature has dealt with a

variety of family members (either singly or collectively)

and it is often difficult to generalize to husbands in

particular.

The literature related to famities of cancer patients

was reviewed to determine Lhe t,heoretical frameworks that

were most frequently used. Most of the empirical work

has not been theoretically based. Of t.he ten articles

supported by a theoret.ical framework, four used family

systems Lheory, four used crisis/stress t.heory, one used

Giaquinta's Mode1, and one used Hilt and Hansents family

assessment framework. The following t.ab1e (Tab1e 1-)

summarizes the ten empirical art.icles based on a

theoret.ical f ramework.
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Table 1: Theoretical Frameworks: Families of Cancer Patients
AI'THOR YEÀR THEORIST TIIEORETICAIJ

FR,AMEWORK

Dvck & Wriqht r-9 85 Aguilera Crisis fntervention

Lovej oy 19 86 Giaouinta Giaquinta Model

Trinqal i 19 86 Hill & Hansen Familv Assessment

Northouse ]-987 Minuchin Family systems
Theory

Northouse l_988 House Stress,/Social
Suþport

Lewandowski &

Jones
1988 Minuchin,/Parad &

Capl anlo1 sen
Family Systems
Theorv

Northouse 1989 Minuchin Family systems
TheorV

Derdiarian ]-989 Lazarus Stress /Copino

oberst et a1 1989 Lazarus./Scott et a1 S tres s,/copinq

HaIl &

Ki rs ch1 inq
l_990 New theory General systems,/

Familv development

Familv Stress Theorv Conceptual Framework

The framework chosen for this study is McCubbin and

PaLterson's Double ABCX Model (Appendix D) which \,ras

developed in l-983 as an ext.ension of Hill's t949 ABCX

theory. The original theory was primarily concerned with

family crises and subsequent adjustment. to these crises.

Hill (]949) , a sociologist, believed that crises differed

in their source, and ej-ther originated within or outside

the family unít.

He was concerned not with the adaptability of the

family members as individuals, but with the adaptability
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of the family unit. His model originally dealt with war

separation and reunion and concentrated on the family's

pre-crisis and crisis stat.es. However, his interpretation

of the interaction between health care providers and

families is still relevant to this day, namely; (1)

heallh care professionals will make their greatest

contribution if they are made with the total family

context in mind, (2) families have a morale to maintain

if they are to be effective, (3) families need to be kept

intact. and relatively self-sustaining, and (4) social

times, not chronological t.ime, determine t.he importance

a given evenL or experience will have on family

adjustment behavior.

According to Mccubbin, .foy, Cauble, Comeau, Patterson

and Needle (1980) , Hill's 1949 ABCX family crisis

framework Tras continued to Serve aS the foundation for

research and. theory building in the area of family stress

investigations. Hill sees A (the event and related

hardships) int.eracting with B (the f atnily's crisis

meeting resources), interacting with c (tne definition

the family makes of the event) to produce x (the crisis).

McCubbin and Patterson (1983) take Hill's theory one

step further to the post-crisis period and include

factors related to a pile-up of family stressors, family
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resources and def initions of Ehe sit.uatj-on, and family

adaptation. They state that rather than just one major

stressor (such as a diaqnosis of cancer in the family),

it is the "pile-up of family stressors" (A) that is t.he

important, factor in predictíng family maladaptation.

Five broad types of family stressors and strains

contribute to this pile-up. These are (1) the initial

stressor and its hardships, (2) normat.ive transitions,
(3) prior strains, (4) consequences of family efforLs to

cope, and (5) ambiguity (both intrafamily and social)

(McCubbin & Patterson, 1983 , P.L4) .

The existing and new resources (B) are t.he family's

capabilit.ies to meet the demands placed on them. They

includ.e personal resources (education, health,

personality) , int.ernal resources (f lexible ro1es, shared

power, clear communicaLion, and family cohesion), and

social support. Perception (C) refers to the meaningi

(positive or negative) that Lhe family attaches to the

s i tuation .

Families may use both ext.ernal (outside the body) and

internal (inside the body) coping st,rategies to deal with

their stressors. Although several modes of coping may be

employed in a stressful event, information-seeking and.
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social support are t.he internal coping modes most

freguentty identified in the coping literature.

Family adapt,ation (X) contains three leve1s of

analysis: the individual family member, the family unit,

and the community of which the family is a part. Each

unit has both demands and capabilities that lead to a

continuum of outcomes (either positive or negative

adaptation) . Mccubbin and Patt.erson (19 83 ) ref er to

positive adaptation as bonadaptation, and negative

adaptation as maladaPtation.

This framework was chosen because it depicbs the

St.ressors associated with the diagnosis of cancer, the

family's percept.ion of them, their coping resources, and

the outcome (crisis) they musl face. It also deals with

the concept.s of stress and crisis identified in the

literature. Although several coping resources may be

used by this population, seeking information is the

coping behaviour mosl pertinent to this research question

and will be the focus of this measurement and tool

development study.
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Summarv

The theoreticat underpinnings of the proposed research

and how it applies to the issue of informat.ion needs of

husbands of patient.s with breast cancer have been

described. The proposed framework will assist the

researcher to understand informat.ion seeking as a method

of copingr for family members dealing with the crisis of

breast cancer. Through the use of the Monitor/Blunter

Scale (MBSS) and the FÏN-Husband, the researcher hopes to

identify and discuss the t]æes of informat.ion husbands

desire in the acute phases of theír wives' illness, and

to what degree these needs have been met by health care

professionaLs. By identifying information needs of

husbands of women with breast cancer in Ehe early phases

of diagnosis and treatment, health care professionals may

be able to provide information that will have a positive

impacL on the family's adjustment to breast cancer.
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CIIAPTER TV

METHODOLOGY

InLroduction

A descriptive survey of husband.s of women with breasL

cancer was undertaken to develop, refine, and test a tool

to measure information needs of husbands. The Family

Inventory of Needs Scale (FrN) previously utilized with

f amilies of the terminally ill, was adapted and Lested

with this population.

A methodological study was chosen because the FIN had

not been previously tested with this population.

Ref inement. and Lesting of t.he tool occurred during the

pilot phase of t.he project. The FIN was structured for

use with husbands of women recent.ly diagnosed with breast

cancer to determine what needs are important to this

population, and the extent. to which the needs were met.

This chapter will include a description of the

methodology and instrument chosen, the sett.ing, sample,

data collect.ion method, analysis, and approaches to

protect human subjects.
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Tns trumentation

Three instrument.s were administered to husbands of

women who have recently undergone surgery for breast

cancer:

a) Sociodemographic Variables: The literature and

clinical experience has suggest,ed that variables such as

âgê, educational 1eve1, stage of disease, and treatment.

plan coul-d inf luence f amily information needs.

Therefore, subjects were asked for data pertaining to

these variables (Appendix ¡).

b) Miller Behavioural Style Scale: The Mi1ler

Behavioural Style Scale (MBSS) was developed by Suzanne

Miller in the early 1980s to assess the

moniLoring/blunting status of individuals undergoing

serious medical illness. This scale has been used

extensively in the lit.erature and is reported to be both

a reliable and valid instrument. for use with patient

populations. In this case, it was predicted t.hat those

individuals who utilized a monitoring strat.egy may be

more likely than those who ulilized a blunting strategy

to seek out. information regarding their wife's diagnosis

with breast cancer and thus be more likely to participate
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in this study. Therefore, use of this tool allowed a

descript.ion of the sample according t.o this variable.

Suzanne Miller (1993) describes t.he MBSS as a scale

consisting of four hlpothetical stress situations that

individuals may face. Each situation is followed by four

monitoring and four blunting statements (16 monitoring

and 16 blunt.ing - 32 in total). Individuals are asked to

check off all the items that would apply t.o t.hem in each

situat.ion. Each item checked off is given a score of one

point. Scores are reported. as monitoring score (sum of

monitoring it.ems ) , blunting score (sum of blunting

items), and the dif ference between the two (monit.oring

score-blunting score). Subj ects scoring above t,he

medians in each category are label1ed high

monitors/btunters and vice versa. It is not clear from

the literat.ure which of Ehe three scores are most

meaningful. Therefore, all three scores were examined in

t.his study.

c) FamíLy Inventory of Needs-Husbands: The Family

Inventory of Need.s Scale (FIN) was adapted for use with

husbands of breast cancer patients. A scale developed

from the literature and the original FIN scale consists

of thirty it.ems addressing husbands' concerns and need
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for information. Each participant was asked to place a

number beLween one and. five in the first column and a

check-mark in the second, third, and fourth columns. The

first column ranks each need from one to five in

importance, one being unimporLant and five being very

important. The next. t.hree columns describe whether the

need has been met, partially met, or unmeL.

The original FIN is based on the CCFNI, but contains

only 20 need items. It is short and simPle to

administer. r! ís also designed for use with one family

member rather than measuring the responses of the famÍ1y

as a unit making it appropriat.e for use with this

population.

Kristjanson (1991) found this tool meL the preset

validity and reliability crit.eria. fnternal consistency

reliability as measured by Cronbach'S standardized alpha

coefficient of .83 was obtained (Kristjanson, Atwood, &

Degner, under review). Evidence of consLruct validity of

the FIN was obtained through factor analysis and

predictive modellinq. The tool was theoretically based,

simple to use, and took little time to administer.

Util ízíng this tool with husbands will help determine

what needs are important to this population, and whether

or not they have been met.. The FIN-H l^¡as found by the
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researcher Lo be a brief and simple insLrument, practical

for clinical use with highly stressed populations.

PiIot. Studv

The first. phase of t.he project involved a literature

review and synthesis to identify husbands' information

needs. The 20-item Family Inventory of Needs (FIN) Scale

was adapted to ínclude pertinent information needs

identified in the literature related to treatment and

it's side effects, communication, and emotional/sexuality

issues.

Imle and Atwood's (1988) method for assessing a tool's

cl-arity, apparent internal consistency, and content

validity was used to pilot. test the FlN-Husband with

husbands of newly diagnosed breast cancer pat.ients.

These researchers used the term apparent internal

consistency to refer to the judgement made by content,

expert.s that the items reviewed represent. the same

consLrucL.

A panel of six husbands of breast cancer patients was

recruited from a Breast Cancer Support Group operated.

through the Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA) in

winnipeg, Manitoba. These six husbands served as a panel

of experts to judge the statements for content. validity.
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Percent agreement of greater than or egual to .83 (Lynn,

1986) was pre-set as the criteria for determining

acceptability of information statements. According to

Lynn (1986), this requires five of the six experts to

endorse the items for content validity beyond the .05

level of signif icance. This panel also assessed t'he

items for cl-arity, readability, and apparent internal

consis tency.

Population, Sample and Set.t.ing

It was anticipated that t.he second phase of the

research would involve a consecutive sample of

approximaLely 70 husbands whose wives had recently

undergrone surgrery for breasL cancer. The population

consisted of all married and coÍìmon-law husbands of newly

diagnosed breast cancer patients living in the province

of Manitoba. These individuals were over 18 years of age

and able to read and write English. Following approval

from the facilities involved, the sample was recruited

from four winnipeg hospitals (Grace General Hospital,

¡,lisericordia General Hospital, SL. Boniface Hospital and

victoria General Hospital) .
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T.n 1992 and 1993, there were approximately 700 women

diagnosed with breast cancer per year and treated at a

variety of health care facilities throughout the province

of Manitoba (Manitoba Cancer Treatment. and Research

Foundation Statistics, L992, 1993). Table 2 outlines the

number of new cases of female breast cancer in Manitoba

as they relate to urban and. non-urban areas as well as

those patients with spouses. The data confirms that.

approximately 40eo of urban women diagnosed wit.h breast

cancer are married or living with common-law husbands.

Ie 2: ManiÈoba Breast cancer Statistics 1]9924

oiagnosis
Year

Non-Urban Urban Total

No
Spouse

wirh
SDouse

NO
Spouse

wirh
SDouse

1,992 L83 1- 16 258 1_55 712

t_993 162 L36 268 r67 733

Total 345 252 526 322 t445

93

Table 3 outlines the acLual number

patient.s f or 1992 and l-9 9 3

lumpectomies/masLectomies at the four

for the study.

of breast cancer

who underwent

facitities chosen
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Ie 3: Numbers of Lumpectomv/Mastectomv ' L992'

Treatment Locatíon Diaqnosis Year Total
L992 1993

Grace Hospital 94 84 1,7 I
Misericordia nospital 69 90 1s9

St. Boniface Hospital 106 93 199

victoria gospital 92 109 201

Table 4 represents calculations to determine length

of Lime required to collect desired sample (70), based on

MCTRF statistics. According to Table 4, the volume of

breast cancer patients who undergo their initial surgery

at Lhe above four facilities is large enough to accrue

the required nr¡mber of subj ect.s ín an eight to nine month

period. Therefore, recruitment of 70 subjects was

feasible, largie enougrh to test the methodologry, and would

represent. approximately 10% of the population of breast

cancer patients d.iagnosed per year in the province of

¡'lanitoba, aS well as 25eo of the husbands of these women.
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Table 4: Calculatíon of SamPle Size for

Met.hodology

Husbands of
women who unctergo Mastect

Location Avg. #
breast
surgeries
Der vear

# with
husbands
(4 0e")

7 0e"
agreement
to
oarticipate

9
month
time
frame

GGH 89 36 25 i-9

MGH 80 32 )) T7

SBGH 100 40 28 2t

VGH 1_ 01 40 28 2t

Total 3't 0 ]-48 103 78

Data collection

Following mastectomy or lumpectomy, potential

participants (patients who had husbands) were identified

by the attending physician, nurse or ward clerk. The

researcher contacted alI five wards Q at St. Boniface

and 1 at. each of the ot.her hospitals) several times per

week to assess t.he number of potential participanLs

undergoing breast cancer surgery. Once potential

participanLs were identified, the nurse caring for the

patient approached the patient for permission to have her

name given to the researcher as potential participants.

The researcher first made contact with the patient.

explaining the stud.y, prior to discussing the study with

her husband.. The patient was asked to provide written
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consent to allow the researcher to contact her husband

and access her hospital record. The medical record was

reviewed at a later date for information related to

extent of primary tumor, sLage of disease and type of

surgery performed. The wífe's assisLance with practical

arranqements regardingr a formal meeting between the

research and husband was also reguested.

Following contact in person or by telephone, husbands

were f ormally invited to participate in t'he st.udy.

Following explanation of the study and disclaimer, the

investigator administered the questionnaire to the

husband aL a t.ime muLually agreeable to both participant

and researcher. Length of lime required t.o administer

the questionnaire varied from less t.han 15 minutes to

over an hour. In many insLances, t.he researcher spent

t.ime explaining the quest.ionnaire, answering guestions,

and listening to concerns. If the wife was present,, the

husband was given the option of remaining in or leavi-ng

the room while t.he instrument was being completed. In

most cases, the wife did not attempt to interject or

answer any of the guest.ions for her husband. In the few

instances where the husband Lurned to his wífe for the

answer, he was reminded by the researcher thaL there were
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no right or wrong answers and it was the husband's

opinion that was important. in t,his situation.

A Lest-retest. procedure was completed approximately

24 hours following initial contact with t.he husband.

This v/as implemented by the invest.igator by providing

each husband with a copy of t.he FIN and a stamped self -

addressed envelope. Husbands were asked to complete the

FlN-Husband and return it by mail within 24 hours. As

well as the FlN-Husband Sca1e, each envelope included a

reminder of when t.he quest.ionnaire should be completed

and returned. The 24 l¡our time frame was chosen not only

Lo assess test-retest reliability, but to ensure thaL the

husbands' needs remained constant. Due Lo time and cost

restrainls, the decision was made not to administer the

retest instrument in person. Four participanLs did not.

wish to take the mail-in questionnaire home. of the

eighty given out, sixty-Seven retest instruments were

completed and mailed back to the researcher (84e.) .

patient. accrual began September 9, 1994, and continued

until March 24, 1995 (a period of just. over 6 months).

Data Analvsis

Quantitative methods of data analysis were used in

this study. Descriptive statisLics were used to
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summarize the sample according to sociodemographic

variables and describe the mean, standard deviation, and

freguency of the items on the needs scal-e. Parametric

testing was used to determine how the independent

variables (e.g., êgê, occupatíon, education) affected the

dependent variable (number of needs/degree to which needs

'ú,rere met) . The FIN-H and MBSS were assessed for internal

consistency reliability using Cronbach's alpha

coefficient.

The following eight research questions were addressed

in this study:

1. In the pilot study, Lo what extent does the FIN-H

demonstrate clarity, apparent ínternal consist.ency,

and construct validity? The expert panel of judges

critígued the tool prior t.o the data collection phase

of the study.

2. What is the internal consistency of the Family

Inventory of Needs-Husband (FrN-H) Scale and the

Mil1er Behavioural Style Scale (MBSS) with this

sample? These questions were answered using

Cronbach's alpha coefficient. The FIN-H was assessed

at Time L and 2, and the MBSS at Time 1

3. To what extent does the FIN-H Scale evid.ence

stability over t.ime (within 24 hours of compleLing
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the first scale) ? Test-retest reliability (Time L

and Time 2) vüas assessed using Pearsonrs correlat.ion

coefficient.
What are t,he priority needs of husbands of women who

have recently undergone surgery for breast cancer?

Overall needs were ranked according to means at Time

1 and Time 2. The highest and lowest ranked needs

were identified and presented in table format.

To what extent have the above needs been met? This

research question was answered using linear and

multiple regression techniques. Mean number of

needs, mean number of unmet need.s and percentage of

unmet needs were illustrated in tables. Pearson's

correlation was also used to examine the relationship

between subscal-es.

Are there subgroups with differenL needs? Needs were

ranked in order of importance by means, according to

subgroup (i.e., âgê, education, occupation). These

subgroups were then compared to determine if there

were differences in most and 1east. important needs.

Are t.here dif f erences between coping methods

(monitor/blunter) and number of needs identified,
types of needs, and whether or not these needs have

been met? Needs were ranked in order of importance

R

6.

7.
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by means, according t,o copíng response (monit.oring

st.yle/blunting style) . Mean numbers of needs and

unrnet needs were compared accordingr to coping sty1e.

Univariate procedures were also used to identify
means and standard deviations according to coping

st.yIe. These means were t.hen compared \^/ith means

reported in t.he lit,erature. Linear regression

analysis was also used to determine a relationship
between coping style and number of identified
needs/number of unmel needs.

8. Are there any significant demogrraphic variables

related t.o needs, unmet needs, and monitor/blunter

status? Univariat.e procedures were conducted on all
variables to determine means, standard deviat,ion,

range, normalacy, and frequency. Linear and mult.iple

regression techniques were used to determine the

relationship bet,ween dependent and independent

variables.

Ethical Considerations

This research proposal was submitted to the Faculty

of Nursing Ethical Review Committee, University of

Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba in ,fune, 1994, for approval

prior to data collection in the fal1 of 1.994. All
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subjects were informed that participation in the study

was voluntary and that they could withdraw from 'the study

at any time without affecting their wives' medical or

nursing care.

A written consent. was obtained from the women, and atl
subjects were assured of confidentiality of information.

Each participant vras assigned a code number and

instructed not to write their names on any of the forms.

All participant.s were also assured that their names would

not appear in any written reports or publications.

Patient charts and information about. the wife's

diagnosis/stage of disease was also accessed by the

researcher with written permission from the patient.

Copies of signed consents are currently being stored in

a locked drawer accessible only t.o the researcher. A

copy of the consent, invitation to participate, and data

collection instrument,s were submitted to the Ethics

Cornmittee and hospital access committees for approval in

June/.fuly, t994 (Appendices B, c, E, F, G) .

This population is a vulnerable one due to the st.ress

of the breast cancer e>çerience, and sensitivity must be

utilized in the approach and timing of the interview. As

a resuft, the researcher first approached the patient

before talking with the husband. Cooperation of both
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patient and husband was necessary Lo ensure the success

of the sLudy. Subjects were assured that whether they

participated or not, would in no way influence care

provided by hospital staff.

It was anticipated that husbands who participated

might. experience a need to receive information based on

quest.ions raised during the data collection period.

Following consultat.ion with the each facility, a list of

resources Lhat addressed identified information needs

were developed (Appendix I). This list, âs well as an

information booklet entitled "When the woman you love has

breast cancerttwere given to all husbands who were

approached to participate in the study. Subjects u¡ere

also given the opportunity to receive a written surnmary

of the study results.

Summarv

This chapter has described the methods that, were used

to conduct a study of the t1æes of information needs

relevant Lo husbands of newly diagnosed breasL cancer

patients using the FlN-Husband Scale. A two phase design

was used to develop, refine and test the adapted too1.
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CTIÀPTER V

DÀTÀ .àIVATJYSIS

Introduction

The focus of the study \^¡as t.o refine and test an

instrument, the FIN-Husband Scale. Prior to proceeding

with the study, pilot test.ing procedures were undert.aken

to assess the scale's clarity, apparent internal

consj-stency and content validit,y. To date, the FIN-

Husband had not been utilized wiLh husbands of patients

newly diagnosed with breasL cancer. It was hoped that

husbands part.icipating in the pilot test would be able to

critically evaluate the t.oo1 prior to data col1éction.

Participants were not asked to cornplete the

questionnaire, but. rather to evaluate the quest.ions for

clarity, consistency, and conLenl validit.y. Subsequent

testing procedures were intended to assess the tool for

reliability. The outcomes of phase I and phase II of

this project are reported in this chapter.

Phase I - Pilot. t.est - Data Analvsis

Introduction
Following the

chapter, a panel

procedure out.lined in the previous

of experts \^¡as selected. Six panel
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members, who met the selection criteria, parLicipated in
the pilot t.est. All six panel members agreed t,hat 5

response categories (i. e. , l_ = not important, 2 -
somewhat important, 3 - average import.ance, 4 - very
important, and 5 = extremely important) were appropriate
for cat.egorizing the importance of Ehe information needs.

Each participant was given a list of 31 items (Appendix

P) that represented information needs of husbands of
women with breast cancer. This list was based on the 20

item FfN scal-e developed by Kristjanson (Àppendix A) , as

well as a literature review of family needs.

Clarity of Items

Directions and clarity of the scale's items were the

first two component.s of the pilot rating procedure

(Appendix L). Space following each guestion was allotted
for comments. Two participants provided brief comments.

One participant. thoughL that item 24 should be clarified.
to include rrwho', should know how to provide physical

care. This sLatement was subsequently changed from

"knowing how Lo provide physical careil to "know how to
provide physical care to my wife". One participant
thought that item ]-L, "knowing what sl¡mptoms Èhe

treatment or disease can cause" could include " sid.e

effects" as wel1. As item 23 was a repetition of item g,
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it.em 23 was replaced by the need to 'rknow what side

ef fect.s are caused by the treatmenttr. As a result, Ehe

final questionnaire included two separate quest.ions on

"symptoms of the illness" as well as "side effects of

treatment". The cumulative responses during the pilot

test result.ed in an 83 percent agreement rate for all

it.ems. This level of agreement met the preset criLeria

to establish clarity of the scale items and directions
(>80e.) at the .05 leve1 of significance.

Apparent Internal Consístency

The second component of t.he pilot rating procedure

assessed the apparent internal consistency of the sca1e,

the extent to which all items of the scale measure the

same construcL (Appendix M) . Two questions were

completed; first to determine if the items in general

seemed to belong together, and second to verify whether

each item belonged within the set. One participant did

not feel guestion 19 "having someone be concerned with my

health" belonged in the set because he thought all other

questions pertained t.o his wife and her recent diagnosis

with breast cancer. Therefore, in all but one case,

panel members supported the inclusion of Èhe items,

indicating at least 83 percent agreement for each of the
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established at the .05 level 0f

Content validity

Data Analysis

consistency hras thus

significance.

Content validity was the third rating procedure of the

pilot Lesting phase (Appendix N). Content validation

assesses how well and how adequately items reflect the

meaning of the conceptual domain without being redundant.

All panel members indicated that the labe1 and definition

of the scale fit the ent.ire item set. One of the panel

members had a concern that item 'J,9 "having someone be

concerned with my health" and. item 20 "being told about

people who could help with problems (i.e., financial and

household) did not fit wit.h the rest of the items. All

o thers agreed that each i tem f i t t.he label and

def ini tion .

Com¡nents confirmed tha[ they belíeved each of the

thirty concerns were realistíc and could be priority

issues for someone whose wífe had recently undergone

Surgery for breast cancer. Item 23 was exactly the Same

as item I so \,rras replaced with a question about side

ef f ect.s of treatment. Content validity of the FIN-

Husband, was therefore supported at the .05 1eveI of

siqrnif icance. One participant thought a question

regarding whether or not the health care professionals
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fully answered all the husbands ' questions could be

added. As this concern was addressed in the sêction of

the FlN-Husband that dealt with the issue of whether the

husbands' needs were meL, partly met, or unmett addit.ions

to t.he number of scal-e items were not reguired.

Sumnarv

Results of the pilot testing phase indicated that the

previously determined criteria for clarity, apparent

internal consistency, and content validity \ÁIere met.

Following pi1ot. testing of the FIN-Husband Scale, the

repetitious item was replaced with one thab dealt with

the need to know abouL treatment side effects. The

number of items on the scale were nol reduced and there

was only one revision to the thirty item questionnaire

prior to subsequent testing.

Phase II - Subsequent. Testinq - Data Analvsis

Introduction
Subsequent test.ing of the FIN-Husband Scale was

conducted to assess internal consistency, stability of

the instrument over t,ime, and internal construct va1ídity

of the tool. The researcher at.tempted to determine bot.h

t,he highest and lowest ranked needs overall,

needs cateqrorized per demographic variable

as

if
as

to

well

see
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there were any differences in the responses of subgroups.

Once the priority needs were identified, the researcher

deterrnined the number of needs, the number of unmet

needs, and what percentage of husbands' needs were not

being met by health professionals caring for their wives.

Coping style was also explored to identify possible

relationships between the use of the monitoring or

blunt.ing coping style and the number of needs, type of

needs, and whether or not these needs were met.

Analysis of the dat,a proceeded according to the

research quest.ions outlined in Chapter 1, - Statement of

the Problem. Demographic statistics of both participants

and non-participants will be described in terms of

frequency distribution. Secondly, internal consistency,

validity, and stability of the instrument wiIl be

discussed. Thirdly, the ranking of needs according to

means (overall and by demogrraphic variables), numbers of

needs and whether or not these needs have been met will

be described and illustrated in table form.

Finally, the result.s of the behaviourial coping style

of participants will be presented with regard to number

of needs, most and least important needs, and to the

degree thaL participants' needs were unmet. Coping style
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will also be discussed in relation t,o various demographic

variables such as age, education, and occupation.

Ðemographic Statistics
Participants:

From September L994 to March 1995, a total of 84

husbands of women recently diagnosed wíth breast cancer,

agreed to participate in the study. All participants

were husbands 'whose wives who had. undergrone surgery for

breast cancer within the previous two months. Eight.y-

five percent of the questionnaires were administered

within 10 days fotlowíng surgery (lumpectomy/mastectomy)

(See Table 5) .

Tab1e 5: Demographics of Sample According to Day

This
however, was
v¡as initially
completed the

not. able to meet with t.he researcher. He
listed with the non-participant.s, but later
questionnaire by telephone.

esti stered

Dav Followinq Surqerv Frequencv Percent

Dav l- 24 28 .6%

Dav 2 20 23.8%

Day 3 B 9 .5%

Day 4 -13 22 26.2%

Day 15-27 9 10.7%

*Dav 47 1 L .2%
rf i wi dua 1 aore d to oarticioate in the stud
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Data collection t.ook place at. f our Winnipeg hospitals:

Grace General, Misericordia General, Victori_a General

(VGH), and St. Boniface ceneral Hospital (Table 6).
Dist.ributions were similar except for a slightly lower

percentage of patients from Vict,oria General Hospital
(VGH) . The primary reason for this was the sarne day

admission and early discharge program at VGH meant, that
those patients undergoing lumpect.omy were of ten

discharged within 24-48 hours following surgery, makj-ngr

recruitment dif ficult.

Table 6: Demographics of Sample Àccording to Hospital
and Residence Fr ercenÈ

HosoÍta1 N=84 Frecru.encv Percent
Grace 2t 25%

Misericordia 21" 25%

St. Boniface 25 29.8%

Victoria t7 20.2%

Residence N=84

Urban 66 78.6%

Rural 18 21,.4%

Demoqraphic Characterist.ics of the SamBle

The following table (Table 7) illustrates the

demographic characteristics of t.he sample. Forty-five
husbands (54%) vrere less t.han 60 years of age and 3B
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(46e") were 60 years of age and over. Mean age of the

husbands was 58 years. Part.icipants were equally

distributed across the educational groupings.

Occupational cat.egrories included those individuals who

were ret,ired, Lhose who considered themselves

"professional", those who were labourers, and those in

the "other" category (composed most.Iy of those

individuals who worked in sales or were self-employed).

Forty-four percent of the sample lvere ret.ired. Most.

participants were English speaking and of European or

eritish decent (6 Aeo) .

Five women (6%) were less than 40 years of â9ê, 70

(83.3%) were between the ages of 40 and 69, and nine

(10.7%) were 70 years of age and over. Mean age of the

women was 54 years. The majority of the women 77 (91-.7%)

had not undergone previous surgery for breast cancer.

Twenty-four women (2I.5%) underwent a lumpectomy versus

60 (7I.5%) who underwent a mast.ectomy.

The researcher reviewed chart. information on each

patient's primary breast tumour and categorized the

tr:rnour according to the TNM staging criteria (Ca-a Cancer

,Journal f or Clinicians, l-991) . In this staging

technique, tumour size, l]¡mph node involvement, and

presence of metastasis are critical factors in
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determining stage of disease (0-4). Primary breast

tumours staged in t,his \,vay were later grouped according

to clinical stage (SLage 0-4) using similar criteria.

Four women were categorized as St.age 0 disease, either

where the patholoqy report was negative with a positive

needle biopsy or where the pathologry report indicaLed the

presence of localized carcinoma (in situ). Seventy-one

women were cateqorized as a Stage 1 or 2 clinical

disease, whiLe only 9 women had more advanced disease

(stage 3 or 4) .
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Table 7: Demographic Profile of Patients and Husbands
[J=84

Characteristic Patients llusbands

n (e"\ n (%)

Aoe

Under 40 5 (6) 9 (1-1)

40-69 70 (83) 56 (67 )

70 plus 9 fi_r_) 18 Q2)

Missinq 0 (00) 1 (01_)

Education r,evel

Less than hiqh school 28 (33)

craduated hiqh school 22 t¿6,

creater than high
school

34 (4r-)

OccuÞation

Retired 37 ( 44\

Profes s ional 6 (07)

Labourer 22 (26\

other 19 (23)

Ethnic Group

European 24 (29\

British Isles 29
(3s)

French I
(10)

Other 23 (27 )

Lanquage

Enol ish 74 (88)

Other 1_0
( 11)
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Ðemographic Profile
= 84) Continued

Stage 1

Staoe 2

Staqe 3

Staqe 4

Table 7:

Data Analysis

of Patients and Husbands

Inf ormat.ion relaLed to administration of

questionnaires was also co11ected.. This included: who

was present during questionnaire administ.rat.ion, the day

of the week and location where the interview took place,

t.he approximate time required for administration of the

questionnaire, and the topic of discussion namely;

researcherts t.ime spent answerinq questions and/or

listening to concerns, Lime spent explaining the

questionnaire, both, or neither.
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Meetings with husbands took place either in the

hospital, their residence, place of emplol¡ment, or via

telephone. Length of meeLing varied between 15 minutes

to > t hour in length. rn the majority of cases (45 or

53 .5%) of the time husbands completed gurest.ionnaires with

their wife or daughter present. Almost half of the

husbands (39 or 46e.) reguired further explanation of the

FlN-Husband and MBSS. very few husbands (15 or 18%) did

not spend t.ime clarif ying the gues tionnaires or

discussing their wife's diaginosis/surgery. The following

table (fabte 8) illustrates t.he results.
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Tabi-e 8: Ðemographics of Questionnaire Administration
$=

Characteristic n (e")

Location
Hospital 54 (64)

Husband's Residence 24 (29)

Telephone 4 (0s)

Husband's Work ) (02)

Lenqth of Time

0 - L5 minutes 13 (1s)

1-6-30 minutes 4I (49 )

3t-45 minutes t9 (23)

46 minutes-1 hour 5 (06)

t hour 6 (07)

Individuals Presen!

Husband Only 39 (47 )

Husband & wife 44 (s3)

Husband & Daughter a (01)

Reasons for Time
Soent

Exptaining
oues tionnaire

18 (21)

Lis tening/answering
Ouestions

30 (36)

Both 2I (2s)

Nei ther l_5 (18)
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[J = 84) Conrt

Characteristic n %

Dav of the ltreek

Monday LT (].3 )

Tuesday 04 (0s)

Wednesday 21 (2s)

Thursday 1,2 (14)

rriday 16 (1e)

Saturday 1_6 (1-9)

Sunday 4 (0s )

Data Analysis

Table 8: Demographics of Questionnaire Àdministration

Non - Participants :

The f ollowing table (Table 9 ) i1lust'rates the

demographic characteristics of the non-participant women

and their husbands. Twelve husbands declined

participation in the study for a variety of reasons. The

reasons given for declining participation were: own

disease (n=2) , Loo busy (n=2) , uncomf ort,able talking

about feelings (n=5), and unwillingness of wife (n=3) .

Of the refusals, demographic daLa was obtained on nine

husbands and eight women. Demographic variables of non-

part.icipants (ages of patients and their husbands, nu¡nber

of surgreries, type of surgery, and residence) were

similar to those who agreed to participate in the study.
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The non-participant group, ho!.¡ever, contained a higher

proport.ion of individuals from the Misericordía Hospital

and a sIíghtly different distribution by occupation and

education than the participant group.

The mean age of the husbands was 55 years, nj-ne resided

in winnipeg and 3 resided in rural Manitoba.

one patient (I2.5%) was less than 40 years of â9ê,

síx (75%) were between the ages of 40 and 69, and one

(I2.5%) were 70 years of age and over. The mean aqe of

the women was 54 years. The majority of the women 7

(87.5%) had not undergone previous surgery for breast

cancer. TWo women (25e") underwent a lumpectomy versus 6

(75%) who underwent a mastectomy. Seven women (87.5%)

$¡ere categorized as less t.han Stage 3 clinical disease.

The demographic characteristics of the non-participanL

patients u/ere similar to those women whose husbands

participaLed in the st.udY.
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1[a]:1e 9: Demoqraphic ProfiLe of Non-Participants (N = 9

Charact,eristic Patients Husbands

n (%) n (%)

À(Ie

Under 40 l_ (1_3) L (11)

40-69 6 (7s) 6 (67 \

7 0 plus T (13) 2 Q2)

Missino 1 ( 01) 0 (00)

Educatíon

Less than high
school

2 (22)

Graduat,ed hiqh
school

4 (44)

GreaLer than
hiqh school

3 (34)

Occupation
Retired z (22\

Prof essional- 1_ (L1_)

Labourer 5 (s6)

Other 1- (11)

Ethnic GrouÞ

European 3 (34)

eritish Isles 2 Q2)

French 2 Q2\

Other 2 Q2\

Lancfua(Ie

Enolish 7 (78)

Other 2 (22)
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Table 9: Demographic profile of Non-Participants
Continued

Charaeteristic Patients Husband.s

n % n %

Number of
Suroerv
Farst 7 (88)

Second 1- (13)

Tvpe of
Surqerv
LumoecLomv 2 (2s)

Mastectomv 6 (7s)

C1 inical
Disease Staqe

Staqe 0 2 (25)

St.aqe t 1 (13)

St.aqe 2 4 (s0)

Staqe 3 1 (13)

St.aqe 4 0 (00)

Internal ConsístencY of the FIN-H

Internal consistency \das assessed using Cronbach's

alpha coefficient. According to Nunnally (1978) , a scale

demonsLrates internal consistency reliability when values

equal to or above .80 are obtained. Nunnally (1978) also

recommends that 50 percent of inter-item correlations

within scales should range from .30 Lo .70, with expected

item- to- total correlations ranging from .40 Lo .70.
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I tems great.er than .7 0 indicat.e redundancy of

inf ormation, while items less t.han .40 do not contríbute

significantly to the scale. Internal consistency of the

FIN-Husband as measured by Cronbach's standardized alpha

coef f icient was .91- f or the FrN-Husband at time 1

(original interview) and .93 at time 2 (mai1-in

guestionnaire) completed 24 hours lat.er. Therefore, the

standardized 'a1pha coefficien¿ satisfies the above

criteria for reliabilitY.

The int,er-item and item- tot.al correlations are as

follows:

Tíme 1:

The standardized alpha coefficient for the first

questionnaire was .91. The item means ranged from 2.83

to 4.89 with a standard devialion of .40 to t-66. The

scale met the pre - specif ied int,ernal consistency

criterion of .80, with 22 of the 30 items (73%)

achieving item-total correlations between .40 and .70.

No item-total correlations were obtained above .70,

indicating that the scale was not redundant. Eight items

(9, !5, 18, 20, 23, 26, 29, 30) achieved low item-total

correlations (.28-.39) suggesting that these items may

not be para11e1 to other scale items.
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Twenty-seven out of thirty (90%) inter-item

correlations at time 1 did not fa1l between .30 and .70.

Only needs 6, 8, and L7 achieved the preset inter-item

correlation criterion. All other needs scored below 50%

indicating that. individual need items did not correlate

with one other.

Time 2:

The standardized alpha for the mail-in questionnaires

',^ras .93. .The item means ranged from 2.98 to 4.88 with a

standard deviation ranging from .38 to L.64. All items

met the pre-specified criteríon of .80, with 26 of the 30

items (87%) achieving item-total correlations between .40

and .70. Two items (Z and 2I) achieved item-toLal

correlations of .7 5 and .'7 6 , sugges ting s I iqht

redundancy. It.ems 15 and 9 obtained 1ow item

correlations (.28 and .24) suggesting that these items

may not be para11e1 to other scale items.

The ma j ori ty of i t.ems 07 /30) at time 2 achieved.

inter-item correlations between .30 and .70. Needs L, 2,

3, 4,7,8, rt, L2,13, L4,]-6,]-7,18,2L,22,23, and

24 achieved the preset inter-item correlation. This

indicates that at time 2 the majority of needs (57%)

correlate with one another.
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Stability of the FIN-Husband Over Eime

Hazard Munro, Visint,ainer, and Batten Pagre (1-986),

indicate that Pearson's correlat.ion coefficient is a

coÍrmon method of det.ermining the relationship between two

variables. Pearson's correlations were computed first

for the sum of needs, total number of needs and the

number of unmet needs at times 1 and 2. Sixt,y-six (79%)

of the particípants compleLed the test-retest procedure

approximately 24 hours following the initial meeting.

For the importance of needs subscale, a test -retest

correfation of .82 (p=.0001) was obtained. The subscale

that measured the extent. to which needs were met achieved

a test-retest correlation of .76 (p =.0001-) . Subscales

\^/ere prorated, to account for missing responses (out of

a possible 30 needs), based on the number of needs

identified. These values demonstrate that Lhe FIN-

Husband scale was able to elicit similar responses to

scale items at time 1- and 2.

Int,ernal validítY Estimates 3

Given the posit.ive results supporting the internal

consistency reliability and stability of the instrument

over time, factor analysis was used to identify possible

subdimensions of the FIN-H (Appendix O) . Fact.or analyses
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of the scale using principal- axis factoring with varimax

rotation were performed to assess the internal construct.

validity of lhe sca1e.

Criteria for factor analysis estimates of construct

validity were factor loadings of at least .40.

Squared multiple correlation coefficients were used as

initial communality estimates. Examination of the scree

plot (t.he plot of the variance accounled for by each

ext.racted factor) , suggest.ed that between 3 and 5 factors

were responsible f or t.he underlying pattern of

correlations found within the 30 items. Investigation of

the eigenvalues revealed six factors greater than 1-.0.

Further to this, qualitative analyses of t.he three and

five factor solutions interpreted and was thus used in

the final factor solution. The analysis illustrated in

Table 10, reveals five main factors, each cont,aining from

four to eight items. The five factors accounted. for 80

percent of the Lotal it.em variance.

The varimax rotat.ional met.hod was used to determine

final item facLor loadings. Item factor loadings ranged

from .40 to .90. All item factor loadings met the preset.

criteria, except for need L5rrknow the names of the

health professionals involved in my wife's carett fe11

below .40. Need 24 'rknow how to provide physical care to
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my wife" loaded at .40. As a result, these two items may

be eliminat.ed wi th f uture tes ting of the sca'le . A1I

other needs were faír1y evenly distributed among the five

factors.
T\^renty-nine of the thirty needs loaded between .90 and

.40 according to f ive principal f act.ors . The f ive

factors were examined in order to det,ermine the following

labels: 1) Pre and post-op care needs 2) Communication

with heatth prof essionals 3) Family relationship issues

4) oisease/treatment specifics and 5) Husbands' practical

invol-vement . Need #15 (f act.or load = . 31) was the only

need that loaded below the .40 linit set by the

researcher.
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10:

Need.
#,

Factor 1 Pre and. Post-op Care Needs Loading

I
5

I4
4
6

Lt
13
L2
t5

be told about changes in treatment plans while
they are being made
know exactly what is being done for my wife
know why things are done for my wife
be informed of changes in my wi-fe's condition
know what treatments my wife is receiving
know what s\¡mptoms are caused by the illness
know the probable outcome of my wife's illness
know when to expect symptoms to occur
know the names of health professionals caring
for mv wife

77

76
76
76
74
59
59
57
31

Need
tt

Factor 2 Conmunication wibb Health Professioual-s Loading

1
10

7

9
3

L7

have my questions answered honestly
be assuréd that the best possible care is
being given to my wife
have explanations given in terms that are
understandable
feel- there is hope
feel that the health professionals care about
my wife
feel included bv health professionals

89
82

76

't5
"t3

55

Need
tt

Factor 3 Farnily Rel-ationship Issues Loading

29
28

30
26
27
25

know how to touch my wife
know how to approach changes related to
sexual i ty
know what to expect of my wife's energies
know what to say to the children
know how to talk to my wife about her il-Iness
know how to provide emotional support to my
wife

75
"14

7Q
55

90
86

Need
ü

Factor 4 Disease,/Treat¡rent Specifics Loadi-ng

))
23
2l
16

know specific facts concerníng my wife's
treatment
know what side effects are caused by treatment
know specific facts concerning my wife's
di sease
have information about what to do for my wife
at home

83

7t
6t

48

Need.
tt

Factor 5 Husband.s' Practical Involvement Loadiag

l-8

20

z

19
24

help with my wifers care while she is in
hospital
be told about people who could help with
problems (financial, household)
know specific facts concernj-ng my wife's
future
have someone be concerned with my health
know how to provide phvsical- care to my wife

60

54

53

46
40
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Ranking Of Needs Ã,ccording to Means:

Assessment of the FlN-Husband at tine 1 resulted in

item means that ranged from beLween 2.83 and 4.89. The

five top ranked needs in descending order of importance

were: 1) to have my questions answered honesLly 2) to be

assured that the best possible care is being given to my

wife 3) know the probable outcome of my wife's illness 4)

to know specific facts concerning my wife's future and 5)

to be informed of changes in my wife's condition.

The five needs that were tisted by husbands as least

important were: 1) be told about people who could help

with financial problems 2) know what to say to the

children 3) know how to approach changes related to

sexuality 4) have someone be concerned with my health

and 5) to know how to touch my wife.

Assessment of the FIN-Husband at time 2 revealed

similar results. Item means ranged from 2.98 to 4.88.

The top five ranked needs in descending order of

importance were: l-) to know specific facts concerning my

wife's future 2) to be assured that the best possible

care is being given to my wife 3) to feel that health

professionals care about my wife 4) to be informed of
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changes in my wife's condition and 5) to have my

questions answered honestly.

The five needs that were listed by husbands as least

important were: i-) be told about. people who could help

with financial problems 2) have someone be concerned with

my health 3) know how to approach changres relat.ed to

sexualíty 4) know what to say to the children and 5) to

know how to touch my wife. Rank order of needs at Time

1 and 2 are illust.rated in Table 1-I.

Table 11: Highest and Lowest Ranked Needs According to
Means

Cateqorv Hiohest Ranked. Needs Mean Lôwest Ranked Needs Mean

Time l- honest answers
best care for
wife
outcome of
illness
facts about
future
condition changes

4.9
4.9

4.8

4.8

4.8

hel-p with
problems
talk to children
sexual concerns
my health
how to touch

2.8

3.0
3.1
3.1
3.1

Time 2 facts about
future
best care for
wife
health prof. care
condition changes
honest answers

4.9

4.9

4.9
4.8
4.8

heÌp with
problems
my health
sexual concerns
talk to chil-dren
how to touch

3.0

3.L
3.4
3.4
3.6
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Ranking of Needs Àccording to Means by Demographic

Variables:

The following tables (Tab1es 12-L7) depict the highest

and lowest ranked needs by demographic variables such as

education, âgê, resj-dence, occupation, number and tlpe of

surgery, and st.age of disease. Husbands in all categories

ranked the need. to have guestions answered honestly among

the top five information needs.

Several categrories (rural residents,

education, retired, second surgery, and mastectomy)

listed the priority need of having explanat.ions given in
terms that are understandable as "extremely important".

Table t2 shows that most and least important needs

were the same in all three ed.ucational groups. The only

exception is that husbands with less than high school

education listed the t'need to have information given in
terms that. are underst,andable" as a priority need. Means

according to educat.ion ranged f rom 5.0 to 2.5. Ttrose

husbands who did not grraduate from high school reported

higher means for the priority needs than did other

educational categories .
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Tab1e 12: Highest and Lowest Ranked
l_

Those husbands less than 60 years of

slightly higher means for both highest and

needs than did those husbands who were 60

and over (Table i-3) .

Dat.a Analysis

Needs According

age reported

lowest ranked

years of age

Edu

Category Highest Ranked
Needs

Mean IJoweEt Ranked
Needs

I{ean

< high
school

honest answers
feel there is
hope
best care for
wife
understand
explanations
health prof.
care

5.0
5.0

5.0

4.9

4.9

help with
problems
how to touch
talk to
children
sexual
concerns
my health

2.8

2.8
2.9

2.9

3.3

high
school

honest answers
facts about
future
what treatments
feel there is
hope
best care for

4.9
4.9

4.9
4.9

4.9

talk to
children
sexual
concerns
how to touch
help with
problems
mv health

2.5

3.0

3.0
3.3

3.4

> high
school

outcome of
illness
condition
changes
facts about
future
what is being
done
honest answers

4.9

4.9

4.8

4.8

4.8

help with
problems
my health
help with
care
sexual
concerns
talk to
children

2.6

2.8
3.2

3.3

3.4
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Table 13: Highest and Lowest Ranked Needs Accord.ing

Table t4 indicates that husbands who listed their

occupation as "professional" wanted more technical

information (facts related to disease, treatment, and

s id.e ef f ects ) than did the husbands in the other

occupat.ional cat.egories. Means were similar in all

occupat,ional qroups.

e

Category Higbest Ranked
Needs

MeaD Lowest Ranked
Needs

Mean

< 60
years

honest ansvJers
best care for
wife
facts about
future
health prof. care
condition changes

5.0
5.0

4.9

4.9
4.9

help with
problems
my health
how to touch
sexual
concerns
talk to
children

3.2

3.2
3.5
3.5

3.7

>= 60
yrs

what is being
done
honest answers
outcome of
illness
feel- there is
hope
condition chanqes

4.8

4.8
4.8

4.8

A,A

talk to
children
help with
problems
sexual
concerns
how to touch
mv health

¿.¿

2.5

2.5

¿. t
3.0
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Tab1e 14: Highest and Lowest Ranked Needs Àccording to

Accordinq to Table 15, husbands' highest and lowest

ranked needed did not differ regardless of place of

residence. Bot.h groups listed similar ranking of needs

except those rural residents indicated that understanding

Means o tion
Category Highest Ranked

Nccrl q
Mean IJowest Ranked

Àroadq
Mean

labourer feel there is
hope
honest answers
best care for
wife
health prof. care
condition changes

5.0

4.9
4.9

4.8
4.8

how to touch
help with
problems
sexual
concerns
my health
talk to
children

tÕ

3.2

3.2

3.4
3.4

other honest answers
health prof. care
best care for
wife
condition changes
outcome of
illness

5.0
5.0
5.0

4.9
4.9

help with
problems
my health
talk to
children
sexual
concerns
talk about
i llness

2.7
to
3.4

3.4

3.6

profess i
onal

facts about
future
disease facts
treatment facts
side effects
honest ansrr'ters

5.0

5.0
5.0
5.0
4.9

help with
problems
help with
care
my health
sexual
concelns
know names

2.2

'))

2-5
3.3

3.6

retired what is belng
done
honest answers
facts about
future
outcome of
i l- lness
understand
explanations

4.9

4.9
4.9

4.9

4.8

talk to
children
sexual
concerns
help with
problems
how to touch
my health

2.5

2.8

2.8

2.9
3.2
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explanations

husbands who

was more rmportant

lived within t,he city

Data Analysis

t.his group than

Winnipeg.

to

of

Table 15: Híghest and Lowest Ranked Needs According to
Means Residence

Cåtecrôrv Hiohest Ranked Needs Meen towest Ranked Needs Mean

Urban condition changes
honest answers
best care for wife
outcome of illness
health nrof. care

4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9

help with problems
talk to children
sexual concerns
how to touch
mv health

2.8
3.1
3.2
3.2
3.2

Rural honest answers
facts about future
feel there is hope
understand
explanations
treatment facts

4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9

my health
sexual concerns
talk to children
how to touch
help with problems

2.7
2.8
¿-ó
2.9
3.1-

Table 1,6 indicates that those husbands (n=7 ) whose

wives had undergone a second breast surgery (lumpectomy

or mast.ectomy) reported that knowing specif ic f acLs

concerning their wives' LreaLment was important. Lo them

(mean=4 .9 ) . These husbands may have anticipated t.heir

wives would undergo subsequent treaLment (radiotherapy or

chemotherapy) at some point in the future.
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Tab1e 16: HÍghest and
bv

IrOWeSt
Number

Ranked Needs
eof

Data Analysis

Àccording
and

Most and least important needs did not vary regardless

of stage of disease; however, those individuals whose

wives had advanced breast cancer (stage 4) , n=3 also

list.ed "knowing how to provide emotional support to my

wife" and "knowing specific fact.s concerning my wife's

to Means er e of surger
Category Highest Ranked.

Needs
Mean IJowest Ranked

Needs
Mean

1st
sur9rery

honest ansv¡ers
best care for
wife
outcome of
illness
facts about
future
condition chanses

4.9
4.9

4.9

4.8

4.8

help with
problems
talk to
children
sexual-
concerns
how to touch
mv health

2.9

3.0

3.1

3.1-
3.2

2nd
surgery

facts about
future
health prof. care
treatment facts
understand
explanations
outcome of
illness

4.9

4.9
4.9
4.9

Aq

my health
help with
problems
talk to
children
physical care
sexual-
concerns

2.7
2.t
2.9

aA
3.4

Lumpecto
my

condition changes
what is being
done
honest answers
feel there is

outcome of
Í I lness

4.9
4.8

LA
4.8

4.8

help with
care
sexual
concerns
talk to
children
my health
wÍfe's
eneroies

3.2

3.2

3.1

3.1_
3.5

Mastecto
my

honest answers
health prof, care
facts about
future
outcome of
illness
understand
explanations

4.9
4.9
4.9

4.9

4.9

how to touch
help with
problems
talk to
children
sexual
concerns
wife' s
energies

2.4
2.8

3.0

3.0

3.6

1.04



Dat.a Analysis

disease, treatment, and side effect.s'r as extremely

important. Subjects ranked 18 out of 30 items as being

extremely important (mean=S.0) .

Table 17: Highest and Lowest Ranked Needs Accord.ing

Category Highest Ranked Needs Mean Lowest Ranked
Needs Mean

Stage 0 honest answers
facts about
future
condition changes
what is being
done
what treatments

5.0
5.0

5.0
5.0

5.0

husb. help
with care
help with
problems
physical care
talk to
children
sexual
concerns

3.0

3.0
2tr
3.5

?q

Stage 1 disease facts
honest answers
treatment facts
condition changes
what is being
done

4.8
4.8
4.8
4 .'7
4.7

help with
problems
my health
how to touch
talk to
children
sexual
concerns

2.2

2.7
2.8
2.9

2.9

Stage 2 honest answers
best care for
wife
facts about
future
health prof. care
outcome of
i- 1Ines s

5.0
5.0

5.0

4.9
4.9

how to touch
talk to
children
sexual
concerns
help with
problems
mv health

2l

3.1

3.1

3.3

3.4

Staoe 3 bonest answers
health prof. care
condition changes
what is being
done
what treatments

4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

4-8

talk to
children
my health
help with
problems
how to touch
sexual
concerns

3.5
3.5

3.7
3.8

Stage 4 honest answers
facts about
future
health prof. care
condition changes
what is being
done

5.0
5.0

5.0
5.0
5.0

my health
Èalk to
children
husb. help
with care
sexual
concerns
help with
problems

2.3
9?

¿.t

3.0
??
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Dat.a Analysis

with a few exceptions, the majority of respondents

regrardless of demographic differences Iisted "knowing'

what to say to the children", "having someone be

concerned with my heaIth", "knowing how to touch my

wife", "being told about people who could help with

problems", and "knowing how t.o approach changes related

to sexuality" as t,he lowest. ranked needs. The results

indicate Ehat on the whole, information needs did not

vary with demographic sLatistics.

Nunber of Needs and. Extent to Which Needs are Unmet:

Number of needs reported and number of needs unmet

were pro-rated out of a possible 30 needs. Four scores

f or each need were ranked as f oll-ows: 0 (not applicable) ,

1 (not met) , 2 (partly met) , or 3 (met) . rf the

importance of a need was ranked as a 2 ot higher,

husbands were asked whether or noL the need had been met

at this point in tíme.

r,inear regression analysis was used to determine

differences between demographic subgroups with regard to

number of needs and to what extent needs T¡¡ere met. The

qroal of regression analysis was to account for the

changes in the dependent variable (number of needs and
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Data Analysis

unmet needs ) according t.o the demographic variables

(i.e., âgê, education, occupation). No single'variable

accounted for the change, therefore it was hlpothesized

that. the dependent variable depended on two or more

independent variables. As a result, a test of multiple

regression analysis was used to examine variables such as

type of surgery (lumpectomy vs mastectomy), number of

surgeries (one or more than one), monitor/blunter status,

âgê, education, occupation, and residence (urban or

rural). These variables were examined to see if t'hey

were related to the number and type of needs and whether

or not these needs had been met (fabte 1-B). Results

showed that 43eo (p=.0014) of the variance for unmet needs

was accounLed for by education, number of surgeries, and

t]æe of surgery. Therefore, as the education of husbands

increased, their average number of unmet needs decreased.

Also, those husbands whose wives had undergone previous

lumpect,omy/mastecLomy reported 4 t.imes l-ess needs unmet

than those husbands whose wives had undergone one surgery

for breast cancer.

Thirty-three percent (p=.0375) of the variance for

number of needs was accounted for by age and clinical

stage of disease. Husbands less Lhan 60 years of age

reported more needs on average than those 60 years of age

L07



and over. Husbands whose wives

clinical stage 0 reported a higher

t.han all other demoqraphic groups.

Data Analysis

were classified as

mean number of needs

1- 0I



Variables

Category lrlean #
Needs

l¡ean #
Unmet
Needs

9o

Uilnet
n

Education

Less t.han hiqh
school

28 1-5 54 28

Graduated high
school

28 l2 43 22

Greater than high
school

28 I 29 34

Acre

Less than 60 vears 29 1-1 38 45

60 years and
qreater

26 1-3 50 38

Residence

Urban 28 11 39 66

RuraI 28 1,4 s0 1_8

Occupation
Labourer 28 T4 50 22

Ot.her 29 9 31- 79

Profess ional 28 6 2t 6

Retired 27 13 48 37

# of Su¡ce¡v
1st. surqerv 28 1-2 43 77

2nd surqerv 27 4 1_5 7

Twpe of Surqerv
LumDectomv 28 11 39 24

Mastectomv 28 12 43 60

Data Analysis

Table 19: Mean NuÍiber of Needs, Number of Unmet Needs
and Percentage of Unmet Needs Àccording t,o

hic Variab

L09



Data Analysis

According to the above informat,ion, husbands with the

following characterist.icsi rural resident., 60 years of

age or over, less than high school education or

retired/l-abourer, are more likely to have between 45 and

50% of their needs unmet.

Needs According to Copíng Response:

At time 1-, t.he MBSS assessed the coping responses of

83 participants. Using Pearson's correlation analysis,

husbands' age, educat.ion, occupat.ion, and residence were

examined to see if there was a relationship between these

variables and coping sLYle. A relationship vras

determined between coping sLyle and two variables: 1)

number of unmet needs at Time l- was correlated with

blunting coping style (r=.30, p=.0057) and 2) age and

blunting style were correlated (r=.31, p=.004).

A scaLter plot of age versus blunting coping style

also supported t.he theory thatttbluntinq" appears to

increase with age. Two by two frequency Lables indicated

that coping style did not differ according to occupation,

level of educaLion, or residence. Coping style was also

examined using the following: 1) monitoring sty1e, non-

monitoring style 2) blunting st.yle, non-blunting style

1_10



Dat.a Analysis

and finally 3) difference between the two (monitoring

style, minus blunting style) . Table l-9 illustrates the

means and standard d.eviations of the sample accord.ing to

coping sLy1e.

Table 19: Means and Standard Deviations According to
1

Table 20 indicates that coping style does not appear

to have an influence on the ranking of informat.ion needs.

Those needs listed as greatest and least priority were

similar t.o those listed by other subjects regardless of

demographic dif f erences .

Ln St e

Stvle Mean Standard Deviat,ion n

Moni torinq 10.51 2.95 83

Bluntinct 3 .99 2.L7 83

MB Difference 6.52 3.70 83
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Category Higbest Ranked
Naa¡l s

Mean IJowest Ranked
Need.s

Mean

Monitoring
Style

honest answers
health prof.

feel there is
hope
condition
changes
outcome of
i 1 lness

5.0
4.9

4.9

4.9

4.8

help with
problems
talk to
children
how to touch
my health
sexual
concerns

2.6

2.9

3.0
3.1
3-1-

Blunting
Style

honest answers
best care for
wi-f e
outcome of
illness
facts about
future
condition
changes

4.9
4.9

4.9

4.8

AA

help with
problems
sexual
concerns
tal-k to
children
my health
how to touch

3.1-

3.1

3.2

3.2
3-3

Table 20: Needs Ranked Àccording

Data Analysis

to Means by Copíng
R

Table 2t describes t.he sample according to the mean

number of needs, numbers of unmet needs, and percentage

of urimet needs according to copingi response. Even though

the nunber of needs are the sarne in both categories,

those husbands who use a blunting coping strategry, report

a greaLer number of unmet need.s.

Table 2L: Mean Number of
and. Percentage

Ln

Needs, Number of Urunet Needs
of Uilnet Needs Àccord.ing to

Res

Category Mean #
Needs

Mean #
Urunet
Needs

Percentage
Unnet

n

Monitoring
Stvle

28 10 36 42

Blunt.ino Stvle 28 13 46 41,

tL2



Data analysis

Table 22 confirms thaL individuals who ut,ilize the

monitorÍng or blunLing style of coping report similar

numbers of needs. However, the number of unmet needs

reported by this group is significantly higher.

Table 22: Relat,ionship
Uilnet Needs

Between Coping Style and. Needs/
Àccording to Means and SËandard

Deviati

The result.s indicate t.hat coping¡ style (monitor vs.

blunter) does appear to make a difference in the degree

to which needs are met.

Summarv

The results can be summarized as follows:

1. Husbands' highest ranked needs as needs were those

related to immediate care need.s and communication

issues. The lowest ranked needs were those related.

a

Category Mean #

Need.s

S. D. Mean #

Unmet Needs

s. D.

Monitorinq Stvle 2't .'7 0 2.72 1_0.91- 7.20

Non-Monitoring Sty1e 28.03 2.5L L2.33 8.32

Bluntinq Stvle 27.80 2 .68 13.86 6.'78

Non-Bluntinq Style 21.89 2.58 8.'77 '7 .86

Monitorinq Stvle ¿ I -6 t 2 .67 9.93 7 .27

Bluntino Stvle 28 .02 2.58 13.l_6 7 .84

r_i_3



2.

Data Analysis

to family relationship issues, and husbands'

practical involvemenL regardless of demographic

variables or coping slyle.

There were no differences between type of surgery

(lumpectomy vs mastectomy) and number of needs and

whether or not needs were met. Husbands whose wives

had undergone their first lumpectomy/mastectomy

reported similar needs to husbands whose wives had

undergone a previous lumpectomy/mastectomy. However,

husbands whose wives v/ere undergoing their first

mastectomy reported approximately four times the

number of unmet needs as husbands whose wives had

undergone previous mastectomy/lumpectomy.

Two variables, âgê and clinical stage of disease were

significantly related to the number of needs (f value

= .04).

4 . Two variabl-es, education and number of surgeries were

signíf icant f or unmet needs at the .001-4 1evel of

significance.

There was a positive correlation between unmet needs

and blunting coping style (r=.30, p=.0057).

A group of husbands at greatest risk for not, having

their needs met uras identified. These were husbands

whose occupat.ional classification liras listed as

Lt4
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8.

Discussion

retired or labourers, those living in rural areas '
husbands 60 years of age and over, and those with

less than a high school education who used a bluntíng

coping sty1e.

Factor analysis results suggest that there may be

subdimensions of the FIN-H, namely: 1) Pre and post-

operative care need 2) Communication with health

professioná1s 3) Famíly relationship issues 4)

oisease/Treatment specifics and 5) other care needs.

The FlN-Husband was found to be internally

consistent, c1ear, content valid and stable over time

(24 hours ) .

11s



Discussion

CIIAPTER VÏ

DISCUSSION

f nLroduct.ion

The purpose of the study was to assess the

reliability, validity and stability of an instrument (the

FIN-Husband Scale) over time. This sLudy was guided by

the concepts of stress, coping, and information needs.

McCubbin and Patterson's (1983) family stress theory

provided the framework for this study.

The final chapter of t,his thesis will include a

discussion and interpret.ation of the results of the study

and discussion of methodological, theoretical and

clinical implications. This chapter will also discuss

the study results in relation to limitations and

implications for future nursing research.

Interpretation of the Findings

The literature reports few studies dealing with the

information needs of families of cancer patients. Anger

and frustration anong couples is common due to the fear

and uncerLainty surroundinq a cancer diagnosis.

Northouse (1989a) found that the actual day of surgery

\,vas cited by many husbands as the most stressful.

Lt6



Discussion

breast cancer are st.ressful and ofLen unpredict.able, the

majority of couples approached were receptive to this

study of information needs. A number of husbands and

their wives also expressed concern over "knowíng how to

make your way through the health care system" and had a

number of unanswered questions. This high level of

acceptance and participation demonstrates the ímportance

of such a study.

The conceptual framework of this study is based on the

family systems theory. When a crisis such as breast

cancer strikes a family, the effect.s are not only felt by

the pat.ient, but the individual family members as we1l.

Seeking information is one of the coping strategies many

families use to deal with the stress of illness.

Family st.ress t.heory assists health professionals t.o

undersLand the concept of stress and its relationship to

coping. McCubbin and Pat.Lerson (1983) state that one of

the primary nursing tasks is detecting when a family is

in crisis and assisting them to deal with stressors.

They view an undersbanding of pre-crisis sLressors and

post-crisis adaptation as vital to helping caregivers

understand themselves and the behaviours of ot,hers.

This study was undertaken to explore the information

needs of one of the family members; husbands of women

r1-7
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with breasL cancer. As health professionals become more

acutely aware of the stress of illness they may be able

t.o assist patients and family members to adapt to the

changes they are experiencing. Therefore, a thorough

understanding of the crisis of breast cancer and its

impact on the entire family, may help to reduce the

stress of the breast cancer experience.

Regardless of demographic variables, the most

important information needs for husbands of women newly

diagnosed with breast cancer were centred around care

needs and communication issues. Those needs ranked as

least important. were those pertaining to family

relationship and husbands' practical involvement,.

Ranking of needs were simil-ar at Time 1 and Time 2.

For the majority of the women in the st'udy, this u/as

the initial breast surgery. Twice as many women had

mastectomies and the majority had st'aqe 1 or stage 2

disease. The majority of husbands and their wives were

between the ages of 40 and 69 years. Husbands were

primarily retired, English speaking, and of European or

British decent. The only demographic difference between

parLicipants and non-participants was that the majority

of non-participant.s Iisted their occupation as labourer

rather than retired.
t_t-8
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Although information needs did not vary with

demographic characterisEics, the number of needs/unmet

needs did appear to differ by demographic variable.

Stage at diagnosis was found to have an effect on the

informat.ion needs of husbands of women with breast

cancer. Husbands whose wives were diagnosed as clinical

disease stage 0 reported the highest mean number of needs

(29.5). This findíng suggests that. the husband's

uncertainty and not necessarily the degree of disease may

have lead many husbands in this group to report increased

numbers of inf ormation need.s. rt is also possible that

the husband's perception of extent of disease may

influence the number and type of information needs.

Family members' perceptions of illness are often

influenced by friends, family, and written material.

This interaction can have either a positive or negative

impact on the perception of disease.

The number of participants in the stage 4 group is

sma1I, but the mean number of needs listed is 28.7.

Perhaps these husbands were 1ed to believe that their

wives' staqe of disease was more advanced and therefore

would almost certainly be undergoing treatment following

surgery. As a result, they might have experienced a

number of inf ormation needs reqarding t.reatment.

1_ 19
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Husbands in all educational groups identified an

average of 28 needs as having some degree of importance,

however, the mean number of unmet needs for t,hose with

less than or equal to hiqh school educatj-on ranged from

1-5 (54%) Lo t2 (43%) . The mean number of unmel needs for

husbands with great,er than hiqh school education u¡as

significantly lower (8 or 29%) . The group with greater

than high school education may seek/have access to

written information, so they know what questions Lo ask

the health professionals caring for their wives.

Husbands with less than or high school educat,ion

ranked the need rrLo be assured that the best possible

care is being given to my wife" higher than those

husbands who had greater than high school education (mean

= 5.0 & 4.9 vs mean = 4.7) .

There may be a variety of reasons why the group with

less than high school educat.ion has a lack of

information. Husbands may feel intimidated by health

professionals who use complicated medical t,erminology to

describe surgery and/or disease. They may also have more

difficulty knowing what questions to ask and how to

phrase their questions to obtain understandable

responses. Husbands in this educational group may also

be afraid that they will not understand the responses.

1"20
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This may be uncomfortable for t.hem.

Husbands who listed their occupation as "professional"
ranked disease/treatment needs higher than those in other

groups. These individuals may have had more formal

education and t.hus better understanding of

disease/treatment specífics. A small number of husbands

(n=3 ) whose wives had stage 4 disease also listed

disease/treatment needs as extremely important.. They may

have been lead to believe that. their wife's disease was

more advanced and that she wou1d likely undergo adjuvant

treatment.

Demographic variables such as education, rural or

urban residence, and occupation are noL listed in many of

the articles that discuss family concerns/needs (Skorupka

& Bohnet, 1982¡ Welch, l-981; Wright & Dyck, ]-984) so it.

is difficult to compare this study to similar studies

with regards to demographic data. To date, there is no

literature on t.he relaLionship between the numbers of

family information needs and the degree to which the

information needs of various groups are being met.

Bilod.eau and Degrner (in press) found that women with

high school education ranked self care issues as

sígnificantly more important than did women with greater

than high school education. Brock (1990) found that

1,21
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t.here was no correfation between 1evel of education and

knowledge or uncertainty. She did however, find t.hat

1eve1 of education positively correlated with coping

effectiveness.

Husbands living in rural areas identifyed an average

of 28 needs as having some degrree of importance, however,

the mean number of unmet needs for this group was only 14

(50%). Husbands who live Ín rural areas may find their

geographical proximity to the hospital/clinic hampers

their ability to acquire information. Most rural

residents must travel greater distances to hospital than

those husbands living within the city of Winnipeg. Other

conditions such as inclemenL weather, length of time and

distance spent travelling, freguency of trips t.o

Winnipeg, employment and other responsibilities at home,

may interfere with trips to the city of Winnipeg, and

therefore, these husbands may not be available to visit

their wives as freguently as their urban counLerparts.

This factor may put them at a disadvantage for receiving

information. Other factors may be that they do not ask

as many quest.ions, or do not assimilate as much

information as their urban count.erparts because of their

age (mean age = 60 years), level of education (50% had

1,22
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less than high school education), or use of blunting

coping strategy (56% blunters).

The literature lacks standardized reporting methods

for coping styles. Some articles report monitoringi means

and blunting means while others report the difference

belween the two. Table 23 compares the means reported in

this study with the liLerature in the area of coping

style. Monitoring and blunting means and. the difference

between the two (MB difference) are similar to those

reported in the literature.

Table 23: Reported Monitoring/Blunting MeanS

Àuthor & Year Sample Size Monitoring
Mean

Blunting
Mêâñ

MB
Difference

Kilpatrick 1995 83 husbands 1_0. 5l_ 3.99 6.52

Mil1er 1987 30
undergrads

9.70 5.57 not
reported

Mi11er l-987 30
undergrads

r_1. l-0 4.55 not
reported

Mi1ler & Mangan
1_983

40 glme pts not
reported

not
reported

5.98

Mi11er, Brody, &

summerton 1988
l_ 18
outpatients

8.1_ 3.28 not
reported

Steptoe &

o'Sul1ivan 1985
71 glme pts not

reported
not
reported

6.2
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Methodolocrical fmplicat ions

The Family Inventory of Needs-Husband (FIN-H) was

pilot test.ed for content validity, internal consistency,

and clarity with a panel of six husbands whose wives had

been previously diagnosed with breast cancer. The pilot

study results indicated that the FlN-Husband accurately

addressed t.he concerns of husbands whose wives have

recently undergone surgery for breast cancer.

Methodological implications will be discussed with

respect to properties of t.he FIN-H, retiability, and

validity issues.

Tool Properties

The pilot test provided evidence that the FIN-H scale

is clear, internally consistent, and content valid.

Phase two results also supported the int,ernal consisLency

and stability of the scale over time. The sound

psychometric estimates obtained, contribute to the

content validit.y and internal consistency of the sca1e.

Decreased variability of means for need items may sugqest

that a "ceiling effectrr was present during administration

of the FIN-H, or that the majority of husbands actually

felt that most items on the scale ranged fromttvery

important" to "exLremely import.ant" during the early
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phases of the breast cancer diagnosis. The FfN-Husband

was also found to be succinct and relatively easy to

administ.er in a short. period of t.ime.

Reliability Issues

Low item-lota1 correlations at. time 1 indicate that.

items may not be parallel to one another. This may

suggest that the scale is multidimensional in nature.

The test - retest component of the FIN (mail - in

guestionnaire) indicaLes that this tool- is stable over a

short time interval. one issue identified is the

stability of the tool over time versus stability of the

needs over time. Subsequent tesLing of the FIN-H at

different times (f week, 2 weeks, and 6 months after

surgery) may help to answer this question and assist

healt.h professionals in care planning.

Internal consistency revealed higher inter-item

correlaLions of the FIN-H at Time 2. Husbands may have

processed and discriminated individual items in a

personal interview, whereas, the second time they

completed the FIN-H, they no lonqrer discriminated between

individual items, but used. the scale as an indication of

how rtneedyrr they were. Husbands may have related to t.he

second FIN-H on a "feelinq" level rather than looking at

ranking of individual items on the scale or there may

1,25
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have been a "learning effect" after completinq the scale

t.wj-ce in a short period of t.ime. The extent t.o which

data was missing at time 2 indicates that perhaps the

husbands that used a blunting strategy at Time t, failed

to complete the scale at Time 2. The lack of inter-item

correlation at Time 1 may suggest a multi-factoral sca1e,

as evidenced by the factor analysis results.

Valid.ity Issues

Factor analysis is one of the most. important.

statist.ical tools used to validate the creation of a new

measurement tool (Hazard Munro, Visintainer, & Batten

Page, 1986). Internal construct validity of the FfN-H

subscale was assessed usingr factor analysis techniques.

Items that loaded on factor 1 seemed to be related to

immediate physical and emotional care of a woman

undergoing breast cancer surgery. This factor was

tabelled I'Pre and post.-op care needs". Even t'hough

statements regarding treatment were grouped into two

factors (f and 4), 'rtreatment" in factor l- meant

treatments while in hospital (i.e., inLravenous therapy,

analgesics, post-op dressings) while "treatmenL" in

factor 4 pertained t.o whether or not. the patient would

undergo adjuvant treatment (radiation, chemoLherapy) .
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Those items lhat loaded on factor 2 were related to

communicalion issues and the husband's reassurance/1evel

of confidence in health care professionals. This factor

was labelled "Communication with health care

professionals". A large number of husbands indicated

that items in this category were extremely important.

Items that loaded on factor 3 labelled "Family

relationship issues", related primarily to intimacy and

couple/family communication concerns. Factor 4 was

label1ed "Disease/treatment specifics" and contained

items directly pertaining Lo specific facts/side effects

of breast cancer and its treatment. Factor 5 was

labelled "Husbands' practical involvemenL" and contained

iLems regarding the practical aspects of care and

information t.hat would assist husbands to take care of

the household while their wives recovered from surgery.

Having someone be concerned with the husbands' health was

also listed here.

As discussed above, interpretation of the factor

analysis suggested t.hat t.here may be five subdimensions

to the FIN-H. Hazard Munro, vinintainer, and Batten Page

(1986) recommend a ratio of at least five subjects per

variable if one wishes to generalize from the sample to
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a wider population. Therefore, with a sample size of 84,

the factor analysis must be viewed with caution.

Post-hoc examination of the varimax rotat,ion revealed

a theta coefficient of .9L which was identical to the

standardized a1pha. According t,o Carmines and Zel"Ier

(1979), if t.he scale items are para1le1 (that is they

measure a single phenomenon) , t.hen the alpha and theta

will be equal suggesting a unidimensional scale. rn a

mult-dimensional scale, the alpha should be lower than

the theta. The results of the above tests suqgest

further examination of the FIN-H to determine if it is a

unidimensional or multi-dimensional scale.

The addition of an open-ended question on the FIN-

Husband may have added to a greater understanding of the

concerns and needs of this populat.ion. Further

refinement of the tool with husbands of other tlpes of

cancer patients (gynecologic, bowel, Iung, l]rmphoma etc)

is needed. Additional tesLing of the FfN-Husband must be

undertaken prior t,o the standardized use of this tool in

the clinical setting. The outcomes of the current study

contribute Lo ernpirical knowledge regarding the

importance of information for family members of cancer

patienÈs.
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Theoretical rmplications

Recent. studies of families of cancer patients suggest

that the family and Lheir 'rneedst' are of ten overlooked

(Hinds, l-985; Kristjanson, L99L¡ Oberst & .James, 1985) .

In her sLudy of family satisfaction with palliative care,

Kristjanson (1991-) found that families of cancer patients

v¡ant considerable amounLs of c1ear, specific, useful

information. She invites further research that

specifically addresses improved communication beLween

health care professionals and families so that all family

mernbers will have their inf ormation needs met,.

According to xrisLjanson (1991) , family members'

satisfact.ion with care is positively correlated with the

number of ttmet" or fulf i1led needs. That is, f or a

family member of a cancer patient, the fewer unmeL needs

you reporL, the more satisfied you are with pat.ient care.

Although this study did not. specifica1ly measure

husbands' sat.isfaction with their wives' care, it is

clear from the results that the majority of husbands are

concerned abouL the type of hospital care their wives'

receive. They freguently list.ed "to be assured Lhat the

best possible care is being given to my wife" and 'rto
feel that. health professionals care about my wife" in the

top five priority needs. ft is evident then that these
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husband.s, like other family members want to know that

the pat.ient is being well cared for. Subsequent research

could examine husbands' informatíon needs as well as

their satisfaction with care. Priority needs

listed in t,his study were similar t.o those reported by

welch (1981-) and wright and Dyck (1-984). welch (1981)

found that the priority need for family members of adulL

cancer patients was the provision of excell-ent care for

the patient. Wright and Dyck (1984) discovered that the

need "to be kept informed of the patient's condition"

ranked as t.he highest concern. Tringali (1-986) , on the

other hand, found that the highest priority for families

of cancer patient.s was cognitive informat.ion about the

disease, Lreatment, and progrnosis .

In their study of palient and spouse adjustment

following ostomy surgery (n=40) , Oberst and .Tames (L985)

found a pattern of distress among spouses in the

immediat.e post discharge period. Data was collected at

various points in time: 1 t-o 2 days before discharge, and

10 days, 1, 2,3, and.6 months following surgery. It is

interesting t.o note that. initiatly spouses were concerned

with the patient's health, but by 30 days following

discharge, spouse's concerns had shifted toward their own

health. Seventy-seven percent of spouses in their study
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were females who described Lwo processes, those of
Itshock" and "exhaustion".

Anecdotal evidence demonst.rated t.haI many husbands in

this study experienced similar feelings of anger'

frustration, and fatigue reported by Oberst and James

(1985) . while t.heir wives were hospitalized, husbands

not only visited their wives daí1y, but also worked

outside the home, cared for the children, and managed

household responsibilit.ies. A number of husbands

reported sleeping poorly and appeared faLigued when

approached following their wífe's breast cancer surgery.

In their hasLe to "be there for their wives", husbands

may often neglect their own health. Although t.he

majority of husbands in this study listed "havíng someone

be concerned with my health" as a lower priority item, it

woul-d be importanL to determine whether this need becomes

a higher priority over t.ime. Miller and Mangan (1983)

support t.he premise that care should be exercised when

d.esigning an information program for patients undergoing

surgical procedures. This research study supports the

fact that individuals cope different,ly with informaLion.

It. is interesting to note that blunters listed similar

nur¡l¡ers of need.s and more unmet needs than did monitors.

Miller (1980) maintains that providing "high information'l
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t.o blunters may cause increased stress levels. In this
study, both monitors and blunters indicated a high need

for informat.ion (average of 28/30 needs were ranked as

important).

Prior to designing intervention st.udies for patients

and families, further sLudies examining this relationship

should be undertaken to determine the fu1l impact of

coping style on information needs. Researchers and

clinicians should be aware [hat not all individuals may

want the same amount of information. If breast cancer

patients and their husbands differ in coping styles
(monitor vs blunter), then different approaches should be

utilized when designing intervent.ion studies. Further

research int.o the relationship between blunting coping

strategy and the amounL of information desired should

also be explored

Clinical Implications

The FIN-Husband was developed to measure the needs

experienced by husbands whose wives have recently

undergone surgery for breast cancer. The results of this

study support the idea that husbands of women who have

recently undergone surgery for breasL cancer are a group

at risk. They not only require straight-forward,
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accurate information early on in the diagnostic phase,

but t.hey f reguently report having a number of their
information needs unmet.

An informat.ion and resource booklet such as rrwhen the

Women You Love Has Breast Cancer" developed by the y-Me

Organization might be given to husbands prior to their
wives ' surg'ery. This resource may help to clarif y

ques tions and al leviate some of t.he unnecessary

apprehension associated with a diaqnosis with breast

cancer.

A resource cent.re f or f amilies of cancer pat.ients

might also assist those husbands who "feel left out of

Lhe process'r and do not know where to turn with their
questions. Husbands who have previously experienced some

of the same difficult.ies receiving information might also

be available t.o assist these individuals to have their
needs met.

In this study, husbands were found to be an import.ant

resource in the care of the breast cancer patient.
Observations by the researcher revealed that the majority

of husbands in t.his study appeared to be supportive of

their wives and tried to make their hospitat experience

as posi t.ive as possible . However, many husbands
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indicated that they often felt disregarded by physicians

and nurses and were not provided with enough informat.ion

about. their wife's disease and its treatment. By

identifying needs of husbands of women with breast cancer

and meeting them in t.he early phases of diaqnosis and

treatment, health professionals may be able to have a

positive impact on a couple's coping abitity.

One practical clinical implication of this study is

thaL health professionals should continue to show they

care about the patient. By identifying themselves by

name, spendíng t,ime with the pat.ient and family,

listening to concerns and providing understandable

explanations, some of t.he fears and uncertainty may be

alleviated. rhis sounds like a fairly basic nursing

funct.ion and t.o most nurses would noL be a surprise.

However, in these times of rapid and dramatic changes in

health care, quality time spent with patients and

families is limited. This is one reason why we as health

professionals must constantly strive to devise new

approaches to patient/family care and teaching t.o ensure

that all health care recipients receive the best possible

care.

Many husbands indicated a request for written

information prior to their wives' surçtery. In some
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cases, husbands felt they did not even know what

questions they could or should ask. Even though many

husbands were unable t.o attend some of the physician

appointments, most, wanted to be included in all

d.iscussions with health care prof essionals.

Even though the need "Lo know t.he nafnes of the health

prof essionals involved in my wif e's carerr r¡las

infreguently listed as a t.op priority, iL was not ranked

as least, important by t.he husbands surveyed.

In her study of couples with early-stage breast

cancer, Hilt.on (1993) found that over half the couples

she interviewed did not talk to each other about their

feelings. fn this study, the researcher sensed that in

many cases the wife did not \n¡ant to worry her husband

with her own concerns /fears, and vice versa. Therefore,

discussion of important. issues surrounding surgery and

diagnosis with breast cancer, may not have been

addressed. Several husbands reported not knowing what to

do or say the first time t,hey were faced with the

"mastectomy Scar". AS One huSband put it, "ShOUld I act

upset or should I pretend that. nothing has changed"?

Husbands have some of the same concerns/guestions as does

a woman with breast cancer. However, they also have
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questions regarding the provision of emotional support

and interaction with their wives following surgery.

Discussions with many husbands indicated that

communication between husband. and wife was not always

truthful and open, and the only informat.ion many of bhe

husbands received was filtered through their wives. This

raises the question of control of information. Should a

wife be able to control the Lype and amounÈ of

information her husband receives? A husband of a v¡oman

newly diagnosed with breasL cancer should be offered the

opportunity to receive informatíon designed specifically

for him.

Depending on t.he 1eve1 of unders tanding and

communicaLion pat.tern between husband and wife, Some of

the information provided by healLh professionals may be

lost or misconstrued. For thís reason, health

professionals must be aware that communication patterns

between husband and wife may not always be idea1. Family

memberst questions may differ from those of the patient.

This raises |he question of whether or not intervention

stud.ies should be aimed at patients and family members

separately or together.
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l,imi tations

A number of limitations of this study have been

identified. One limitation was reliance on a

quanti tative met.hod. Even though husbands were

encouraged to openly discuss concerns, these interviews

h/ere not tape-recorded for use at a later date. In

retrospecL, additional useful information related to

needs identified may have been obtained with a

gualítative approach.

Another limitation may be the immaturity of the FIN-

Husband scale and the need for replication. The extent

to which this highly-stressed population is able to

distinguish the degree of importance of needs may be

questionable. This may have produced a "ceiling effect".

This sample rated means between 2.83 and 4.89 overall

indicatinq that. they may have had some difficult'y ranking

the information needs. Another int,erpretation, is that

all the needs listed are ímportant to husbands of women

with breast cancer.

earticipants indicated some difficulty with the

process of questionnaire completion (ie., ranking of

needs and indicating the degree to which these needs were

met) . Although the researcher was present for the

completion of the first questionnaire, many husbands
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required claríf icat.ion of the process. Some participant.s

asked. the researcher to read the questions and they would

indicate their response.

Four husbands did not wish to complete t'he

quest.ionnaire at time 2. Sixty- six out of 80 (82 .5%)

questionnaires were returned at time 2; however, a numl¡er

were either not. complet.ed correctly or contained míssing

data. In order t.o address the problems of missing data

on the mail-in (ríme 2) "Needs" scale and 'tunmeL" scaf e,

t.he results were pro-rated. Table 24 shows how the

correlations increase when the scales are pro-rat.ed to

incorporate missing data.

Table 24: Correlation between Needs/Unmet Needs at
Tímes 1 fore and after

Test-retest results were not collect.ed for the MBSS.

Since copinq style means were similar to the literaLure,

it would have been interesting to compare the test-retest

results with the means reported by Miller and her

colleagues.

Not Dro-rated
Needs met. time 1 & 2

# needs time t&.2
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The readability 1eve1 of the MBSS and FIN-H \¡tas not,

evaluated. As approximately one third of the

participant.s did not complete hiqh school, the FIN-

Husband may have been t.oo difficutt for some of the

participants. This limitation may have been reduced by

the researcher's presence at t.ime 1.

Rank ordering of the question regarding the importance

of "knowing what to say to the child.ren" is dif f icult to

interpret as husbands were not asked specific questions

about whether or not they had any children. A possible

solut.ion might have been to add a question regarding

number and ages of children to the demographic

guestionnaire. In this way the researcher might be able

to separate those husbands who did not have children from

those who really did not see it as a priority to "know

what. to say t.o t,he children".

Results of the factor analysis should be viewed with

caut,ion because of the smalt sample size. Hazard Munro,

Visintainer, and Bat,ten Page (1986) recommend a ratio of

at least five subjects per variable if one wishes to

generalize from the sample to a wider population.

The generalizabilíty of t.he f indings is also somewhat

timited because of the non-probability (convenience)

sampling technigue used in this study. However, because
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the sample was recruited from urban community hospitals

as well as a large tertiary care centre, and included

both urban and rural residents, the results should be

fairly generalizable.

According to 1-992-93 statistics in Table 2, the

average number of patients with Spouses diagnosed with

breast. cancer in the province of ManiLoba is 287 - A

sample of 84 husbands represents approximately 84/287 or

29eo of the target population living in this province.

Therefore, Lhe results are generalizabLe to t,he Larget

population, namely all husbands living in the province of

Manitoba whose wives have been recent]y diagnosed with

breast cancer. Due to the homogeneity of the sample,

study findíngs are not generalizable to husbands of other

cancer patients. The above limitations Provide

suggestions for future research in the area of

information needs of husbands of women recently diagnosed

with breast cancer.

Sugqeslion for Future Research

Four recommendations for future research are suggested

based on the findings of this study. Firstly, as not

every women diagnosed wiLh breast cancer has a husband,

future research might be directed towards the e>rploration
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of the needs of adult. chíldren or significant others of

women with breast cancer.

Secondly, f uture research with t'his tool may also

include a tongitudinal study of patients and their

f amílies and how their needs changre over t'ime '

Replicat.ion of this study using a longitudinal design (at

two points in Lime; immediately following surgery and 6

months later) might be helpful to determine if the

information needs of husbands change over time. Husbands

may also be asked at this time if they found the booklet

ItWhen the u/oman you love haS breast Cancer" and the list'

of resources helpful, and if so at what point would they

Iike to be provided with resources.

A third recoÍmendalion is that a qualitative approach

with this population míght be helpful to det.ermine what

are the most. important concerns of husbands whose wives

have just undergone Surgery for breasL cancer and how

they cope with this devast.ating event.

Final1y, âr intervent.íon study f ocusing on the

development of an educational package for this population

might be undertaken.
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Summarv

The days immediat.ely preceding and following breast

cancer surgery are particularly difficult, for patients

and families. During this stressful time women and their

husbands of ten need someone t.o listen to their concerns

and provide them with answers to some of their questions.

The results of this stud.y support t,he postulate that

husbands of women with breast cancer have a number of

their own needs that are not being met.

Overall, husbands listed an average of 28 out of a

possible 30 needs as of some importance. The results

demonstrated the needs that. husbands perceived as most

and. least important. With a few exceptions, needs were

found to be similar for husbands regardless of

demographic variables. Husbands were more concerned

about honest, specific informat.ion rather than general

information about disease/t.reatment and most importantly

they wanted Lo know that their wives were well cared for.

Several sub-groups indicated that a number of their

information needs were unmet.

This research has also more importantly provided

health care professionals with a profile of those

husbands whose needs are greatest (namely those who

report having the highest number of unmet needs) rural
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resident, those 60 years of age and. over wit'h less than

high school education, retired or labourer, and those who

are use a blunting strategy to cope with information.

This study should provide health professionals with a

clearer idea of the type of information important to

husbands and lead to intervention Studies to determine

how to best address these information needs.

Conclusion

Find.ings of the study were interpret.ed in terms of

general discussion of t.he f indings, limitations,

methodological, and t.heoretical issues .

implications were also presented.

reconìmendations for further research were Suggested.

The FIN-Husband was designed to address gaps in the

literature regard.ing information needs and to assist in

care planning f or husbands of \^Iomen about to undergo

breast cancer surgery. Providing husbands with the

information they need to assist and Support their wives

may ulLimately promote positive adaptive responses to

breast cancer.

C 1 ini ca1

Final ly,
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ApPendix A

FAM¡LY NEEDS SCALE

lnstructions: The next set of quest¡ons are about the needs of family members of cancer
pat,er,ts3lease show how important the following needs are for you as a family member:

Ñot lmportant (1), Somewhat lmportant (2), Average lmpoñance (3), Very lmportant
(a), anà Extreméíy lmportant (5). lf the need was important to you (2 or higher), check

ofi in the column beside to show if the need has been met, partly met, or not met'

¡F YOU RATED AN ITEM
HIGHER THAN 1, CHECK
IF MET, PARTLY MET,
OR UNMET

I NEED TO:

1. Have my questions answered honestly

2. know specific facts concerning the patient's
prognosis

3. feel that the health professionals care
about the Patient

4. be informed of changes in the patient's condition

5. know exactly what is being done for the patient

6. know what treatment the patient is receiving

7. have explanations given in terms
that are understandable

8. be told about changes in treatment plans
while they are being made

9. feel there is hoPe

10. be assured the best possible care
is being given to the Patient

11. know what symptoms the treatment or disease
can cause

RATINGS FROM
1-5

PARTLY
MET UTIIVIEI.MET



IF YOU RATED AN ITEM
HIGHER THAN 1, CHECK
IF MET, PARTLY MET,
OR UNMET

I NEED TO: RATINGS FROM PARTLY

1.5 MET MET UNTMET

12. know when to expect symptoms to occur

13. know the probable outcome of the patient's
illness

14. know why things are done for the patient

15. know the names of the health professionals
involved in the Patient's care

16. have information about what to do for the
patient at home

17. feel accepted by the health professionals

18. help with the Patient's care

19. have someone be concerned with my health

20. be told about people who could help with
problems



Appendix B

FAMILY NEEDS SCALE
Husbands

lnstructions: The next set of questions are about the needs of family members of cancer
patients. Please show how important the following needs are for you as a husband: Not
important (1), Somewhat lmportant (2), Average lmportance (3), Very lmportant (4),

and Extremely lmportant (5). lf the need was important to you (2 or higher), check off in

the column beside to show if the need has been met, partly met, or not met.

IF YOU RATED AN ITEM
HTGHER THAN I, CHECK
IF MET, PARTLY MET,
OR UNMET

I NEED TO:

1. have my questions answered honestly

2. know specific facts concerning my wife's future

3. feel that the health professionals
care about mY wife

4. be informed of changes in my wife's condition

5. know exactly what is being done for my wife

6. know what treatments my wife is receiving

7. have explanations given in terms
that are understandable

8. be told about changes in treatment plans
while they are being made

9. feel there is hoPe

10. be assured that the best possible care
is being given to mY wife

know what symptoms are caused by the illness

know when to expect symptoms to occur

know the probable outcome of my wife's illness

know why things are done for mY wife

RATINGS FROM

1-5
PARTLY

MET UTUVETMET

11.

12.

13.

14.



IF YOU RATED AN ITEM
HIGHER THAN 1, CHECK
IF MET, PARTLY MET,
OR UNMET

I NEED TO: RATINGS FROM

15. know the names of the health professionals
involved in my wife's care

16. have information about what to do for my
wife at home

17. feel included by health professionals

18. help with my wife's care while she is in hospital

19. have someone be concerned with my health

20. be told about people who could help with
problems (i.e., financial, household)

21. know specific facts concerning my wife's disease

22. know specific facts concerning my wife's treatment

23. know what side effects are caused by the treatment

24. know how to provide physical care to my wife

25. know how to provide emotional support to my wife

26. know what to say to the children

27. know how to talk to my wife about the
disease/illness

28. know how to approach changes related to sexuality

29. know how to touch mY wife

30. know what to expect of my wife's energies

31. Are there any other information needs I may
have missed?

PARTLY

1-5 MET MET UM/ET



Appendix C

MILLER BEHAVIORAL STYLE SCALE P.2

3. Vivldly imogine thof, due to o lorge drop in soles, it is rumored thot severol people in your

deportment of work will be loid off. Your supervisor hos furned in on evoluolion of your work for
the posl yeor. The decision obout loy-otfs hos been mode ond will be onnounced in severol
doys, Check oll of lhe stqtements lhot might opply lo you.

_ lwould tolk to my fellow workers to see if lhey knew onylhing obout whqt the supervisor's
evqluotion of me soid.

- 
lwould review lhe lisl of duties for my present Job ond try lo figure out if I hod fulfilled them
oll.

_ lwould go lo lhe movies lo loke my mind off thlngs.

_ lwould lry lo remember ony orguments or disogreements I might hove hod with the
supervisor thol would hqve lowered his opinion of me.

_ lwould push oll thought of being loid otf out of my mind.

_ | would lell my spouse thot I'd rother not discuss my chonces of being loid off,

- 
lwould lry to think which employees in my deportment lhe supervisor might hove thought
hod done lhe worst Job.

_ | would continue doing my work os if nothing speciolwos hoppening.

4. Vividly imogine lhol you ore on on oirplone, thirty minutes from your destinqtion, when the
plone unexpecledly goes into o deep dive ond lhen suddenly levels off. After o short time, lhe
pilot onnounces lhqt nolhing is wrong, olthough lhe rest of the ride moy be rough. You, however,
ore not convinced lhot oll ls well. Check oll of lhe slolemenls thol might opply lo you.

lwould corefully reod the lnformotion provided obout sofety feolures ln lhe plone ond
moke sure I knew where the emergency exits were.

lwould moke smoll lolk with the possenger beslde me.

lwould wotch lhe end of the movle, even lf I hod seen lt before.

lwould coll for lhe stewordess ond osk her exoctly whot fhe problem wos.

lwould order o drink or tronqullizer from lhe stewordess.

lwould lislen corefully lo lhe engines for unusuol noises ond would wqtch the crew to see
lf their behovior wos out of the ordinory.

I would tolk to lhe possenger beside me obout whot might be wrong.

lwould settle down ond reod o book or mogozine or write o letler.



Appendix C

The following questionnoire lisls four stressful siluotions lhot individuols moy foce' Allhough

these sltuotions ore'not the some qs the one you ore going through right now, they moy help us

to underslond how people cope wilh different evenls. Pleose look of the four situolions lhol follow

ond check off oll of lhe slotements thot opply lo you.

MILLER BEHAVIORAL SryLE SCALE

4. Vividly imogine lhot you ore ofroid of lhe denlisl ond hove lo get some denlol work done.

Which of lhe tollowing would you do? Check oll of the stotemenls thot might opply lo you.

- 
lwould osk lhe dentist exoctly whol he wos going lo do.

- 
lwould toke o tronquilizer or hove o drink before going.

- 
lwould try to think obout pleosont memories.

- 
| would wont the dentisl lo tell me when I would feel poin.

_ lwould lry lo sleep.

_ lwould wotch oll the dentist's movements qnd lislen for fhe sound of his drill.

_ lwould wotch the flow of woter from my mouth to see if ll contolned blood.

- 
lwould do mentol puzzles in my mind.

2. Vivldly imogine lhol you ore being held hosloge by o group of ormed lenorisls in o publlc
bulldlng. Which of the following would you do? Check oll of the slotemenls lhot mlght opply lo
you,

_ I would slt by myself ond hove os mony doydreoms ond fontosies os I could.

- 
lwould stoy olert ond try lo keep myself from folling osleep.

- 
| would exchonge life slories wilh lhe olher hostoges'

_ lf there wos o rodio presenl, lwould stoy neor lt ond listen to the bullelins obout whot fhe
pollce were doing.

_ | would wotch every movement of my coptors ond keep on eye on their weopons.

- 
lwould try to sleep os much os possible.

- 
lwould.lhink obout how nice lt's golng to be when I get home.

I would moke sure I knew where evêry possible exit wos.
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Appendix E

INFORMATION SHEET FOR HUSBANDS

I.D. #

HOSPITAL:

AGE LAST BIRTHDAY

OCCUPATION ¡

EDUCATION: Less than high school
High school diploma
Greater than high school

POSTAI CODE:

ETHNIC BACKGROUND: EuroPean Aboriginal
BrÍtish IãIes Asian
French Other

lfhat language do You sPeak at home?



Appendix F

Request for Permission To Release Names

Marilyn Kilpatrick is a registered nurse who has experience
working wi-ttr canãer patients and their f amilies. She is doing a
study óf "fnformation Needs of Eusbands of V{omen wit'h Breast,
Cancér"r âs part of her Master of Nursing thesis. Hgt study
looks at, the-types of information husbands may find important
when their wives are diagnosed with breast cancer.

participation would involve meeting with yoJr and youT
husband to exþIain the study, and having your husband complete a
short quest,ionnaire (about, 10 minutes) on information needs.

AII information obtained is confident,ial. Participation is
voluntary and whether or not you and your husband choose to
participãte will in no way iniluence the care you receive.

tfould you be willing to speak with her so that she can
explain the- study and you can decide whether or not you would
like to part.icipate?

(If agreeable, the name of the patient is given t'o the nurse
researcher and the nurse thanks them).

(If the famity member declines t,he nurse thanks them for their
t,ime ) .



Appendix G

Disclaimer for Husbands

You are being invited to participate in a study to look at
the ',Information Ñeeds of Husbands of Women with Breast Cancer".
This study is being conducted to gain knowledge about the
informati-on needs õt husbands of women newly diagnosed with
breast cancer. Marilyn Kilpatrick, a graduate student in- nursing
at the University of l'tanitoba, is conducting this research as a
basis for her thèsis. Dr. Linda Kristjanson' Associate
Professor, Faculty of Nursing, University of Manitoba is the
thesis advisor. Óther committee members are Dr. Douglas Tataryn'
Faculty of Nursing, University of.Manitoba and Dr. Virginia
fraserl Þledical Director of t,he Misericordía General Hospital
Breast Cancer Clinic.

If you agree to participate in this studyf You.will be asked
to complête añ informãtion sheet and two questionnaires designed
to obtãin your opinion about information needed as a result of
your wife'ê receñt diagnosis with breast cancer. The-questionnaires will take approximately L0 minutes to complete.
fh""" questionnaires are noL a test of knowledge, but rather, ask
what types of information about your wife's illnessr_You_wou1d
find hãIpful at this time. If you açtree' you will also be asked
to complãte one of the questíonnaires approximately 24 hours
later ãnd maíI it to the researcher ín the envelope provided.
The total time required for questionnaire completion is 20
minutes (including ttre one you are asked to return by nail).

To ensure coñfidentiality, you will be asked not to write
your name on the questionnaire. Therefore' your nlme will not be
ii=t"d in any repðrt or publication that may be written for this
study. Duri-ng añA fol]owing dat,q collect,ion' questionnaires and
consènts will-be stored in a locked filing cabinet for a period
of seven years.

your participation in this str¡dy ! s voluntary, and whether
or not you choose to participate will i! t9 way have an effect on
your wi-fe's care or tieatment. If you decide to participater_ You
iray choose to wit,hdraw from the study _at any time. This st,udy
haã been approved by the University of Manitoba Faculty of
Nursing Ethical Review Committee.

ti you have any questions about t-his studyr.you may
telephonä Uarilyn XÏ-Iþatrick ( , or Dr. Linrta Kristjanson
at St. Boniface General Hospit,al Research Centre ( ).
Upon completion of the studyr a coPy.of results wiII be made
aîailablã to participants. If you wish to be mailed a copy of
the results, þlease indicate on the tear off sheet below.

results.
(name)

( address )

Send to:



Appendix H

Patient Consent Form

You are being invited to participate in a study about the
"Information Needs of Eusbands of !{omen with Breast Cancer".
This st,udy is being conducted to learn about the information
needs of husbands of women newly diagnosed with breast cancer.
Marilyn Kilpatrick, a graduate student in nursing, at_ the
Univeisity óf Manitoba-is conducting this study as a basis for
her thesiè. Dr. Linda Kristjanson, Associate Professor' Faculty
of Nursing, University of Manitoba is the thesis advisor. Other
committee-members are Dr. Douglas Tataryn, Faculty of Nursing,
University of Manitoba and Dr. Virginia Fraser, Medical Director
of the Miêericordia General Hospital Breast C1inic.

If you agree to participate in this studyr You will be asked
for your.assistance in contacting your husband to arrange a
meeting with the researcher (Marilyn Kilpatrick) to complete an
informãtion sheet and two questionnaires. The questionnaires
will take approximately L0 minutes to complete. Your husband
will also bé asked to take one of t,he questionnaires home and
complete it approximately 24 hours later for comparative
pnrþo""". A étamped, self-addressed envelope Yill be provided to
ieturn the questionnaire. The total time required for
questionnaiie completion is 20 minutes (including the one your
husband will return by mail). These questionnaires are not a
test of knowledge, but, ask what types of information your I'usband
would find helpiul at this time. Following the questionnaire,
your husband will be given a booklet entitled "When the Woman You
iove has Breast Cancer" and a list of resource People who may be
helpful in answering his questions. Your medical record may be
alsó be reviewed to obtain selected information about your tyPe
of disease and surgery.

To ensure confidentiality, your husband will be asked not to
write his name on the questionnaire, and his disclaimer form will
be kept separate from the questionnaire. Therefore, his nane
will ñot, bã listed in any report or publication that may be
writ,ten for this study. During and following data collection,
questionnaires and consents will be stored in a locked filing
cabinet for a period of seven years.

Your participation ín this study is voluntary, and whether
or not you choose to participate will in no way have an effect on
your care or treatment. If you decide to participate, you may
óhoose to withdraw from the study at any t,ime-



If you have any questions about this studyr you can
telephonä Uarilyn Xilpatrick at or Dr. Lincla Kristjanson
at St. Boniface Generãl Uospital Research Centre ( , ).
Upon completion of the study, a copy.of results will be made
ai¡aitablä to participants. -If you wistr to be mailed a copy of
the results, þlease indicate on the tear off sheet below.

I agree to participate in the Information Needs st,udyr âs
described above.

Participant

Witness

Please send me a

Send to:

copy of the study results.

( name )

( address )

(postal code)



Appendix I

RESOURCES FOR EUSBA!¡DS OF WOMEN I{ITE BREAST CAI{CER

1. Canadian cancer society - Breast cancer support Group
193 Sherbrook St. Phone 774-7483

Z. Canadian Cancer Society - Reach To Recovery Cancer Visitor (One
on one)
193 Sherbrook St. Phone - 774-7483

3. "Together" - Living with Breast Cancer Group
Aliãon 4BB-9443 Barb 667-3626 Doris 889-321-4

4. Canadian Cancer society - Take charge Group for patients and
families
193 Sherbrook St. Phone - 774-7483

5. Hospital Social Workers

6. Information Available from winnipeg Public Library:

a) Murcia, AndY & Bob Stewart
Man to Man: vlhen the wOman You Love has Breast cancer
616.99449 MUR

b) Hirshaut, Yashar & Peter I. Pressman
Breast Cancer: The ComPlete Guide
616.99449 HrR

c) Canada. parliament. House of Commons. Sub-Committee on the
Status of Women/Barbara Greene
Breast Cancer- Unanswered Questions: Report of the Standing
Cornmittee on Health and Welfarer Social Affairs, Seniors
and the Status of Women.
616.99449 CAN (Reference onlY)

d) Kahane, Deborah Hobler
No Less a l{oman: Ten t{omen Shatter the Myths about' Breast
Cancer
362.L96994 KAH

e) Kaye, Ronnie' Spinning Straw into Gold: Your Emotional Recovery from
Breast Cancer.
616.99449 KAY

f) McGinn, Kerry Anne & Pame1a J. Haylock
Women's Cancers: How to Prevent Them, How to Treat Themt
How to Beat Them.
6L6.994 MCGI



Appendix J

PATIENT CHART DATA SHEET

I.D. #

HOSPITAf,:

AGE LAST BIRTHDAY:

POSTA], CODE:

TYPE OF SURGERY: Left LumPectomy 

-

Right Lumpectomy 

-

Bilat,eral LumpectomY
Left Modified Radical llastectomy
Right Modified Radical Mastectomy
Bilateral MastectomY

DATE OF DIAGNOSTS:

PATHOLOGY STAGE AT DIAGNOSIS: Stage 0 
-stale I 
-Stage 2 _

Stage 3
Stage 4

EXTENT OF PRIIIARY TUMOR: Cannot be assessed 

-

No evidence of PrimarY tumor
Tumor uP to 2 cms
Tumor > 2 cm and uP to 5 cms

skin (InflammatorY carcinoma)
Tumor in situ

REGIONAÏ, LYI1PH NODES: Cannot be assessed
Number of nodes examined

Tumor > 5 cms
Tumor extensioffihest' waIl or

Number cont,ain growth
Fixed to one anot,her or to other
structures

DISTAI{T METASTASIS: Cannot be assessed 

-

No distant metastasis
Distant metastasis

ESTROGEN RECEPTOR:

PROGESTERONE RECEPTOR :



Pilot Testing DÍsclaimer

Development and Testing of the Family Inventory Needs Sca1e

A nursing research study titled " Informat,ion Needs of
BusbandE of Wõmen with Breast Cancer", is being conducted by
Marilyn Kilpatrick, for part of her Master of Nursing thesis.
The st,udy lãoks at the types of information husbands may find
import,anL when t,heir wives are diagnosed with breast cancer. The
ffÑ Scale will be used to determine information needs of husbands
of women newly diagnosed with breast, cancer.

eaiticipation in pilot testíng will involve the completion
of t,hree written quest,ionnaires about the Fanily fnventory of
Needs (FIN) Scale. nach item of the scale is a concern that has
been rèporúed by families of cancer patient,s. By participating
in the iating piocedures you will be giving your consent to
participate in-the study. It is expected-to take approximately
õne houi to complete all aspects of the pilot test. The only
known risk of párticipat,ing in this study is that it makes you
think about yoür wife- s illness and treatment, and that may be
uncomfortable for you.

AII information obtained is confidential. No identification
wiII be associated with the information you provide.
Participation is volunt.ary and whether or not you choose to
part,iciþate will in no way influence your wife's care. If you
ãecide Lo stop part way through the questionnairesr you are free
t,o do so. any infor¡nalion provided during this pilot study_will
be used only Lo test, the FIN. The results wiII be presented in a
manner that no one individual response will be identified.

Appendix K

Thesis Chairperson:

Dr. Linda Kristjanson
Principal Investigator :

Marilyn G. Kilpatrick



Appendix L

CLARITY

Instructions:
This questionnaire is based on information needs reported by

families of- cancer patients. You are being asked to rate the
overall {uestionnaiie on its clarity since you are familiar with
this content.

(a) Read each need on the scale as you- ans$¡er. the question
on the response sheet. Beside each item number on the response
sheet, circle C (clear) or U (unclear) to indicate whether t,he
item is clear to You.

(b) Write any comments in the space provided below each
resPonse.

(c) After you finish you may discuss your comments
individually with the researcher.

Thank you for Your assistance.

LTST OF ITEMS RESPONSE

SHEET:
CLARITY

Since my'wife was diagnosed
with breast cancer, I have been
concerned about...

L. having my questions answered honestly. c U

Comments

2. knowing specific facts concerning
my wife's future.

Comments

Uc

3. feeling that the health care
profeséionals care about mY wife. Uc

Comments



Appendix M

APPARENT INTERNAL CONSISTENCY

fnstructions:
fn this sectionr you are being asked to look at the items of

the scale and decide'i-f you think they seem to belong-together'
You wiII be given =evera-l sets to rat,ã, but' only one list at a
time.

Wit,h each list of scale items is a response sheet with
questions on it f or your ans\¡Íers about' the set of items. Read
the entire set of itäms on the list, first. Aft,er you finish
reading the entire set, of items, anss¡er question lnl at the top.
of t,he response sheet. Then answer question (Bl for each item in
the set. Answer by circling t,he response you choose under
question (B). Add-any conmãnt,s you want to explain your ans$rers.

Thank You for Your
assistance.

LTST OF ITEMS

Since my wife,s illness, I have been concerned about...
1. having my questions answered honestly
Z. being-inÌoimed of changes in my wife's condition
3. haviñg explanat,ions given in tèrms that are understandable

RESPONSE SHEET: CONSISTENCY

A. Do these it,ems generally belong together?

YN

B. Does each item belong in the set?

Circle one Comments

Y

2.

1.

3.



Appendix N

CONTENT VAI,TDITY

Instructions:
In this section, You are asked to look at the ítems of the

scale and tell if they- seem to measure various aspects of
information needs of husbands of women with breast cancer'

You wílI be given a list of items. Attached to the líst is
a response sheet *iitn a label and definition. Four questions
will Ëe asked about each item. The four questions are:

(a) In general, does the label and definit,ion fit the whole
set of items?

(b) Does each item belong to the label and definition?

P1ease answer Y (Yes) or N (No) next to each item number on
the response sheet.

(c) save this question un!i] you_finish (a) and (b). Is
each itå* unique (ie.- not repetitious)? Answer Y (Yes) or N (No)
next to each iten number on t,he resPonse sheet '

(d) Are there concerns left off the list you think should
be there?

ã ?1- Lf ST OF ITEMS

Since my wife's diagnosis, I aln concerned about"'

1. having information about what t'o do for my wife at home

2. having information about how to help with my wife's care

3. having information about_people who could help with problems
(i.e. - financial, household)



e. g. RESPONSE SHEET: CONTENT VAITDITY

Label: FamilY Needs Scale

Oefinition: Instrument intended to measure the information needs
õt tr-ãr of women who have been diagnosed with breast cancer.

a) In general, does the label and definition fit the whole set
oi itenãa Answer once for entire set by circling Y for Yes or N

for No.
Y

b) Does each item fit t,he label and definition?

Circle one Comments

1.. Y N

2. Y N

3. Y N

c) Is the item unique ( not repetitious)?

Circle one Comments

1. Y N

2. Y N

3. Y N

d) Is there anything left off the list that you think should be
there?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTTCTPATION



Appendix O

l"larilyn Ks Information Need
Factor AnalYses

of
of

Husbands
FIN-H

of WWBC

0.3438s

0.319L2

0.39544

o. 83080
0.7 139s
o.6L249
o.47708

0.322L3

Rot,ated Factor Pattern

NEEDS
NEED5
NEEDl4
NEED4
NEED6
NEED].1
NEEDl3
NEED].2
NEEDl5

NEEDl.
NEED].0
NEEDT
NEED9
NEED3
NEED17

NEED29
NEED28
NEED3O
NEEDz6
NEED27
NEED25

NEED22
NEED23
NEED2 ].

NEEDl6

NEED].8
NEED2O
NEED2
NEED19
NEED24

FACTORl FACTOR2

0.76656
o.762L3
o.75878
o.75699
0.74391
o. 59102
o. s8708
o. 56829
0.31149

0.40236

o. 89375
o.82227
o.7s964
o.74622
o.7327 6
o.54652

0 . 41141

0.34810

FACTOR3 FACTOR4 FACTOR5

o.90068
o. 86289
o.75068
o.73699
0.69s36
o.547t7

0.46068

0.29800

0.4629L

o.60099
o.54143
o. s3481
o.45797
o.40326



Appendix P

LIST OF ITEMS FOR PILOT STUDY

Since my wife's illness, I have been concerned about........

1. having my questions answered honestly
2. knowing specific facts concerning my wife's future
3. feeling t,ñat the health care professionals care about my wife
4. being informed of changes in my wife's condition
5. knowing exactly what is being done for my wife
6. knowing what treatments my wife is receiving
':-. having-explanations given in terms that are understandable
8. being-tolã about changes in treatment plans while they are

being made
9. feeling there is hope
10. being ãssured that Lhe best possible care is being given to

my wife
11. kñowing what symptoms the treatment or disease can cause
L2. knowing when to expect symptoms to occur
13. knowing the probable outcome of my wife's íIlness
14. knowing why things are done for my wife
L5. knowin! the nameé of the health professionals involved in my

wife's care
16. having information about what to do for my wife at home
L7. feeling included by health professionals
18. helping with my wife's care
19. having someone be concerned with my health
20. being-told about people who could help with problems (i.e.

financial, household)
2L. knowing specific facts concerning my wife's disease
22. knowing specific facts concerning my wife's treatment
23. being t,olã about changes in treatment plans while they are

being made
24. knowing how to provide physical care
25. knowing how to provide emotional support to rny wife
26. knowing what to say to the children
27. knowing how to talk to ury wife abut the disease/illness
28. knowing how t,o approach changes related to sexuality
29. knowing how to touch mY wife
30. knowing what to expect of my wife's energies
31. Are there any other information needs

I may have missed?


